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In this thesis, different variations to optical tweezing and their different applications are 
presented. Optical tweezers coupled with digital video microscopy is a powerful tool to 
study the mechanics and dynamics of various mescopic systems. The objective of the 
thesis is to integrate optical microscopy with more complex optical designs to construct 
different variations of optical tweezers and study their plausible applications. The thesis 
starts with a brief introduction to the basic principles and construction of an optical 
tweezers. Then I introduced different techniques to construct multiple optical tweezers, 
line optical tweezers and dynamic optical tweezers. I have applied these various optical 
tweezers techniques to demonstrate various optical manipulation and optical sorting of 
colloidal particles. In addition, I have successfully demonstrated the use of dynamic 
optical tweezers system to two-dimensional colloidal crystals and have yielded new 
insights into the physics of soft-condense matter physics.  
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Fig.1.1 Schematic of how optical tweezers is used to trap objects. The intensity gradient of the 
laser beam will pull particles towards the focal point, while the scattering force will push the 
particles along the optical axial. When optical gradient force balances the scattering force, 
particles can be trapped near the focal point. [15] 
 
Fig. 1.2 Ray optics diagram tracing out the path of light rays traversing through a dielectric 
sphere with refractive index (a) larger than medium and (b) smaller than the medium [2]. 
 
Fig.  1.3 Schematic illustration for our optical tweezers set up used in this work.  
 
Fig. 2.1 (a) Schematic for a dual-beams optical tweezers setup (b) Photographs of the dual-beam 
optical tweezers setup  (c) Optical micrograph of 1.2µm polystyrenes beads dispersed in aqueous 
medium. (d) Optical micrograph of two optical tweezers within a microscopic view trapping four 
1.2µm polystyrenes beads dispersed in aqueous medium 
 
Fig. 2.2(a) Schematic of the processing steps for the fabrication of the thermal reflow microlenses 
array. (b) Optical micrograph of a top view of a square array of microlenses. The diameter of the 
lens is about 180 µm. (c) Diffractive laser spot pattern generated after laser from a He-Ne Laser 
wavelength (λ=632.8nm) passes through the microlenses array.  
 
Fig. 2.3 Schematics of the experimental setup showing the interior of an inverted microscope. A 
laser beam passes through a microlens array and the resultant light pattern is focused onto a 
sample chamber consisting of aqueous suspension of polystyrene microbeads. 
 
Fig. 2.4 (a) and (b) Optical microscope images of different assemblies of the microbeads 
achieved via multiple-spots optical tweezers array. The spatial period of the microbeads array is 
about 3.2µm. (c) A mosaic of letters formation by trapped microbeads. (d) and (e) Two snapshots 
of a microbead configuration during an anti-clockwise rotation. The diameters of the microbeads 
shown are: (a)(d)(e) 1.9 µm and (b)(c) 1.2 µm. Video clips of the formation and rotation of the 
microbead assembly can be found at [18] 
 
Fig 2.5 (a) Schematic diagram labeling various parameters associated with the microlens. (b) 
   
 
Optical Micrograph of array of microlenses used in this application. The lenses form a hexagonal 
array with a lattice spacing of 25 µm. (c) Schematic (not to scale) of a sample cell where the array 
of microlenses is built into the sample chamber. (d) Optical micrograph of a close-up view of the 
array of microlenses. (e) Viewing plane about 150 µm from (d) showing the bright focused laser 
spots. Microbeads can be found trapped at the local beam intensity maxima. The diameter of the 
microbeads is 5.1 µm. Video clip of the trapping of the microbeads by this built-in optical 
tweezer array can be found at [18] 
 
Fig. 3.1 (a) Schematic of a double line optical tweezers system and a sample cell that was 
coupled with electrodes for electrophoresis. The inset shows the schematic of the intensity profile 
after a parallel beam with Gaussian intensity profile passes through the cylindrical lens resulting 
in the creation of a skewed intensity profile. (b) Measured laser power profile after passing 
through a cylindrical lens. The region bound by the dotted lines was focused by the objective lens 
to create the line optical tweezers. 
 
Fig. 3.2 (a) Optical micrograph of a 2-D system comprising silica microspheres (diameter: 1.58 
µm) under the influence of a single optical travelator. (b) Optical micrograph showing herding of 
polystyrene microspheres (diameter: 1.2 µm) using two optical travelators. The dotted line boxes 
outline the region where the optical travelators affect the microspheres. Scale bars=10 µm. 
Videoclips of the optical travelator in action can be found in the supplementary material [34]. 
 
Fig. 3.3 (a) Optical micrograph of the colloidal system. The arrows indicate the direction of flow 
(solid arrow) of the particles and the direction of the optical travelator (dotted arrow). θ = 74o and 
scale bar = 40 µm. Trajectories of the microspheres in the same region of flow for a binary 
system of 1.1 µm (thin dotted line) and 3.2 µm (thick lines) polystyrene spheres at an applied 
voltage of (b) 10V, (c) 50V and (d) 90V. (e) A plot of the particle deflections and net sorting 
efficiencies versus the applied voltage. (f) A plot of the particle deflections and net sorting 
efficiencies versus the measured velocity of the particles.  
Fig. 3.4 (a) Optical micrograph of a snapshot of the colloidal system. The arrows indicate the 
direction of flow of the particles and the direction of the optical travelator. θ = 40o and scale bar = 
40 µm. Trajectories of the microspheres in the same region of flow for a binary system of 1.1 µm 
(thin dotted line) and 3.2 µm (thick lines) polystyrene spheres at an applied voltage of (b) 5V, (c) 
   
 
50V and (d) 90V. (e) A plot of the particle deflection and net sorting efficiencies versus the 
applied voltage. (f) A plot of the particle deflection and net sorting efficiencies versus the 
measured velocity of the particles. 
 
Fig. 3.5 Plot of maximum net efficiency of sorting against the angle θ. 
 
Fig. 3.6. Optical micrographs showing (a) CuO nanorods in the field of view in the absence of the 
line tweezers; (b) Nanorods lined up in a single line due to the influence of the line tweezers. 
Scale bars = 15 µm. Videoclips of the nanorods manipulation process can be found in website 
[27]. 
 
Fig. 3.7 Sequential optical micrographs of the manipulation of nanorods into a cross formation 
with the line tweezers. Scale bars = 15 µm. Videoclips of the nanorods manipulation process can 
be found in website [27].  
 
Fig. 3.8(a-c) Sequential optical micrographs of manipulating CuO nanorod to bridge across Au 
electrodes with line tweezers. (d) Optical Micrographs in transmission mode. Scale bars = 15 µm. 
Videoclips of the trapping and manipulation of the CuO NW across the electrodes can be found in 
website [27].  
 
Fig. 3.9 Optical micrograph of yeast cells trapped and transported using the optical travelators. 
Supplementary video clip of yeast cells trapped and translated in optical travelator can be found 
in ref [21]. 
 
Fig. 4.1(a) Schematic of the vibrating membrane scanning mirror optical tweezers setup. The dotted 
lines in the schematic indicated the possible laser paths steered by the scanning mirror (b) 
Photograph of the experimental setup and the green dotted line indicates the optical train of the laser 
beam used.  
Fig. 4.2 (a) Photographic image of ellipsoidal laser beam pattern created by this technique (b) 
Corresponding optical micrograph of the resultant ellipsoidal optical trap formed to trap an 
assembly of 1.58µm silica microspheres. (c) Photographic image of a line laser beam pattern 
created by this technique. (d) Corresponding optical micrograph of the resultant line optical trap 
formed to trap a row of 1.58µm silica microspheres (Scale bar= 5µm). 
   
 
 
Fig 4.3 Schematic of a vibrating membrane used as a scanning mirror system to direct incident 
laser beam. Computer simulated solution for z = J1(k12r) cos(θ) sin(w12t) is used for this 
illustration. (a) Incident laser beam is reflected off the centre of a vibrating membrane surface. (b) 
Incident laser beam is directed to another position δx from the original position after time t. 
 
Fig. 4.4 (a) Plot of size of the optical pattern verses the amplitude of loudness of the applied 
sound. (b) Plot of membrane frequencies of the laser beam verse applied sound frequencies  
 
Fig. 4.5 (a-h) Optical micrographs of one optically trapped microspheres orbiting in the optical 
vortex. (Each image is 200ms apart from each other). (i) x-y position trace of one sphere over a 
period of 20s. (j) y-t plot of the time variation of the particle’s y-displacement over a period of 
20s. Video clips of sphere rotation within an optical vortex generated by vibrating membrane 
acting as an oscillating source for a scanning mirror are available in [31]. 
 
Fig. 4.6 Plot of circular optical trap’s radius R verses rate of rotation Ω. Inset: Plot of ln(R) verses 
ln(Ω) . The red line in the plot is a 1/R3 polymer fitting to the experimental data. And the black 
line in the inset plot is a linear line fit for a ln(Ω) ln(R) with gradient equals to 3. 
 
Fig. 4.7 (a) Optical micrographs showing an assembly of 9 spheres in a ring optical trap. (b) Plot 
of the trajectory of nine spheres traced over a period of 20s. (c) Plot a single sphere, y-
displacement against time, traced over a period of 20s. (d) Plot of rotation rate verses laser power. 
Video of optical vortices created by this method can be found in the supplementary reference 
webpage [31]. 
 
Fig. 4.8 (a) Plot of the rotational rate against the occupation number of spheres at different laser 
power (b) Plot of the rotational rate against the applied laser power.  
 
Fig. 4.9 (a) Photographic image of a multiple spots array diffraction pattern generated when a 
532nm laser is reflected off a multiple square array diffractive optical element (DOE). (b) Optical 
micrograph of multiple beams optical tweezers array trapping 1.58µm silica microspheres. (c) 
Photographic images of multiple spots array becomes multiple lines array when the membrane is 
driven by a sound source of 150Hz. (d) Optical micrograph of the resultant multiple-lines optical 
   
 
tweezers array aligning multiple pairs of 1.58 µm silica bead to a fixed orientation defined by the 
trap. (Scale bar =5 µm) 
 
Fig. 4.10 (a) Schematic of a system comprising of two scanning mirrors using two separated 
vibrating membranes optical tweezers setup. The dotted lines in the schematic indicated the 
possible laser paths steered by the scanning mirror (b-g) Optical micrographs sequences showing 
this technique shuffling an assembly of 4 silica (diameter 1.58µm) microspheres (Each frame is 
0.2s apart.) The black cross indicates the same sphere that was traced over the period of 1s. Video 
clips of shuffling of spheres assembly by the coupled vibrating membrane scanning mirror 
generated optical traps are available in ref [16] 
 
Fig. 5.1(a) Schematic of the experimental setup used. (b) Optical micrograph of SiO2 sphere trapped 
in a ring optical trap. (c) Displacement time plot of the trapped particle trajectory. 
 
Fig. 5.2(a) Optical micrograph of an assembly of 1.58µm silica microspheres dispersed in water. 
(b) Pair correlation function obtained from averaging over optical micrographs of microspheres at 
ambient condition. Particle interaction potential U(r) for the system with the line is fitted to the 
DLVO theory. Insert is a plot of is a best linear fit ln(U(r)) verses r. (d) Optical micrograph of a 
colloidal crystal self assembled by the silica microspheres in the same system.  
 
Fig. 5.3 (a) Optical micrograph of a two dimensional colloidal crystals. (b) Identified centroids of 
the spheres in (a). (Inset) Schematic representation of how the strain energy is calculated in such 
a colloidal lattice. Circle represents position of a sphere. Triangle symbol is used to depict a 
position of a sphere with respect to its neighbours. Then the region in the hexagonal is divided 
into many small grid points. Among the grid points, cross marks the preferred position of the 
sphere in absence of any strain. 
 
Fig. 5.4 (a) and (b) Optical micrographs of colloidal lattices. (c) and (d) Maps of the spheres 
position landscape. Circles highlights position where the free energy is larger than 0.18kBT 
 
Fig. 5.5(a) and (b) are plots of the δE distribution measured of the two-dimensional colloidal 
crystal systems for Fig. 5.4(a) and Fig. 5.4(b) respectively. (c) and (d) are plots of ln(P(δE)) 
versus δE and the best linear fit to the data points for the corresponding results in (a) and (b) 
respectively.  
   
 
 
Fig. 5.6(a) Optical Micrograph of a colloidal crystal region before introduction of optical 
tweezers (b) Same region of the colloidal crystal during the introduction of a rotating optical 
tweezers and (c) Same region of the colloidal crystal after the introduction of the optical tweezers 
(d) Time evolution of the characteristic strain energy during and after the introduction of the 
optical tweezers. Inset is the ln(E(strain)) versus time plot of the relaxation process, with the bold 
black line as the best linear fit. 
 
Fig. 5.7 Voronoi construction on a colloidal lattice that was disturbed by a rotating optical 
tweezers. A domain island surrounded by grain boundary is highlighted. The evolution of the 
grain as the tweezers was swept downwards is shown from (a) to (g). Each images is separated 
by1s between them. 
 
Fig. 5.8 (a) Plot of total number of fivefold and sevenfold disclinations in a system against time 
as an optical vortex scanned across a two dimensional colloidal crystal. (c) Plot of strain energy 
of the system against time. (b) and (d) are Voronoi Constructions of the  colloidal lattice region 
before and after the laser scanned through the embedded domain island respectively. 
 
Fig. 6.1 Schematic of the optical microscope-focused laser beam setup.  
 
Fig. 6.2 (a) Side view of Electron Micrograph of carbon nanotubes array that is trimmed by 
focused laser (λ=632nm) under a 50X objective lens at different focal point in the z-axis. (b) 
Electron micrograph of a “NUS” pattern created by laser writing on carbon nanotubes array. (c) 
Electron micrograph of 10 µm x10µm square micro-pillars created by focused laser writing. (d) 
Electron micrographs of periodic carbon nanotubes (view at 25o) micro-walls array created by 
focused laser writing. (Scale bar= 10 µm) 
 
Fig. 6.3 (a) Electron micrograph side view of CuO nanowires array on trimmed at different laser 
power. (Scale bar= 20µm) (b) Electron micrograph top view of the CuO nanowires pruned under 
focused laser writing. Microballs were seen on the top ends of the trimmed nanowires (Scale bar= 
2µm) (c) Transmission Electron Micrograph of the microball and the CuO nanowire interface 
((Scale bar= 2nm) (d) Electron micrograph of using focused laser to micro solder two CuO 
nanowires together. (Scale bar= 1µm)    
 
   
 
Fig. 6.4 (a) Absorbance spectra of the SU-8 photoresist after different post-baking temperatures. 
(b) An atomic force micrograph of the SU-8 surface (60x60) µm2 modified by focused laser 
writing to create an array of holes. (c) Plot of SU-8 channel width cut by laser verses different 
laser power for two different types of objective lens used. (b) An atomic force micrograph of the 
SU-8 surface (60x60) µm2 modified by focused laser writing to create an array of pillars. 
 
Fig. 6.5(a) and (b) Optical micrographs of periodic patterns created by focused laser writing on 
SU-8 photoresist. Inserts shows the diffracted patterned after a single spot laser passed through 
each respective optical element. (c) Schematic of using focused laser writing to fabricate more 
complex microstructures. (d) Atomic force micrograph of a focused laser generated “multiple 
pyramids” SU-8 array.  
 
Fig. 6.6 (a) Electron micrographs of laser trimming of SU-8 film through a transparent glass 
substrate (scale bar =1 µm). (b) A network of undercutting of SU8 to form a network of micro-
channels (scale bar=10µm). (c) Electron micrograph of SU-8 ‘m’-shaped three-dimensional 
microstructure (scale bar=10µm) (d) Electron micrograph of another multiple stepped array of 
SU-8 ‘U’-shaped microstructure (scale bar =10 µm). 
 
Figure 6.7 (a)(i) Schematic of randomly dispersed nano or submicron rods or wires on SU-8 thin 
film with glass as supporting substrate (ii) Using laser writing technique to create the ZnO rod 
bridging across two SU=8 platform (b) Electron micrograph of ZnO rod bridging across two SU-
8 platform viewed at a tilted angle of 40 degrees. The inset is a top view of the same ZnO (c) (i) 
Schematic of using laser writing on SU-8 to construct micro-channels for deposited nanowire. (ii) 
Couple with magnetic field a droplet of nickel nanowires can be forced to bridge across the 
channel creates. (d) Electron micrograph of one chain of nickel nanowires deposited across two 
channels created by focused laser writing (scale bar =1µm) 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 
1  
C h a p t e r  1  
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 INTRODUCTION TO OPTICAL TWEEZERS 
About twenty years ago, Arthur Ashkin, Steven Chu and co-workers in AT&T Bell 
Laboratories introduced the novel approach of using photons to manipulate microscopic and sub-
microscopic particles [1, 2] known as optical manipulation. Now, this technique has been an 
important tool in the scientific community that has revolutionized the way we use optical 
microscopes. Today, a single focused laser manipulation of microscopic object, which is 
generally recognised as Optical Tweezers, has been utilized in a wide variety of research fields, 
like biology [3,4], soft-condensed matter physics [1, 2] and medical science [3, 4]. This tool 
opens up options for trapping, manipulating, and sorting particles based on the forces exerted by 
light at the level of the mesoscopic world. Optical micromanipulators provide unprecedented, 
non-invasive access to the microscopic world that is of great interest to the scientific and 
engineering community. Therefore, it is essential to continue our investigation and development 
of this technique in order to obtain the rich scientific knowledge and opportunities unearthed by 
optical tweezers.  
In this thesis, I will present different variations of optical tweezing and their different 
applications. The main objective of the thesis is to demonstrate the integration of optical tweezers 
with more complex optical designs, at one or many points, to construct different variations of 
optical tweezers. From a single spot optical tweezers, I expand the system to include two spots 
optical tweezers, multiple spots optical trapping and line optical tweezers. For each variation of 
optical trapping, I have explored the possible applications for various colloidal systems. Besides 
simple static optical tweezers of different variations, I have also investigated the option of using 
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audio waves on a rubber membrane to construct dynamic optical trapping. By using these various 
optical tweezers systems and video microscopy, I have investigated the possibility of applying 
optical forces to study the underlying principles in soft-condensed matter physics. At the end of 
the thesis, I have also utilized the standard optical tweezers setup as a lithography tool to induce 
photochemical transformations and sublimation on irradiated material. Using this technique of 
focused laser writing, I am able to construct useful two and three-dimensional microstructures. 
 
1.2 THEORY OF OPTICAL TWEEZERS 
Optical tweezers use forces exerted by a strongly focused beam of light to trap micron 
and sub-micron objects. The theories of optical trapping are generally classified into two regimes. 
For dielectric particles of radius a, much larger than the wavelength of light λ (a >> λ) most of 
the theories are based on Mie’s approach. Whereas for particle sizes much smaller than the 
wavelength of the light used (a << λ), the theories use Rayleigh’s approach. By using optical 
tweezers, both regimes have been thoroughly investigated theoretically [1- 6]. In this thesis, I will 
briefly look into the physics behind both regimes. 
In the Rayleigh regime, when a very small dielectric object is exposed to an incident 
laser, an electric dipole moment develops in response to the photon’s electric field. The resultant 
optical force created by such an interaction between particle and radiation can be described by the 
following equations [3] 
F(optical) = F (scattering) + F (gradient)…………………..…………....(1.1) 
F(scattering) is the optical scattering force due to radiation pressure. When incident light 








 …………………………………………………….(1.2),  











 is the scattering cross section, λ is the 
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is the ratio of the index of refraction of 




Fig.1.1 Schematic of how optical tweezers is used to trap objects. The intensity 
gradient of the laser beam will pull particles towards the focal point, while the 
scattering force will push the particles along the optical axial. When optical 
gradient force balances the scattering force, particles can be trapped near the 
focal point. [15] 
 
F(gradient) is the time average optical gradient force that arises from the interaction of 


























)  is polarizability of the dielectric sphere. 
The total optical induced force acting on a small dielectric sphere is determined by the 
competition between the optical gradient force and the optical scattering force. The optical 
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gradient force attracts particles to the beam’s focal point, while the scattering force pushes the 
particles along the beam’s axis like air blowing down a hollow tube as shown in Fig 1.1. For a 
tightly focused laser beam, when the gradient force overcomes gravitational and scattering force 
associated with a dielectric particle in the vicinity of the focus, the particle is subjected to a force, 
directed toward the region of highest intensity as shown in Fig. 1.1. Hence, to secure stable 
optical trapping, we require the optical gradient force to be large. This can be achieved if the 
beam converges and diverges strongly towards and away from the focal point, thereby creating a 




 to produce a large optical gradient force (Fig. 1.1). In 
experiments, to achieve a sufficient gradient force, we need a high numerical aperture and an 
aberration corrected optical microscope objective lens to tightly focus a laser beam to a tight spot. 
The three-dimensionally trapped microscopic particle in such an optical system, will reach a 
stable equilibrium slightly below the focal point. A detail derivation of the optical gradient force 
from Maxwell’s Equation can be found in appendix A of this thesis.  
In the Mie regime, when a large dielectric object is exposed to an incident laser, the 
object acts as a lens [4, 5]. As shown in Fig 1.2 (a), the dielectric sphere refracts the rays of light 
and redirects their photons’ momentum from their initial path according to Snell’s Law. From 
Newton’s second law, the rate of change of momentum of the light results in a force on the 
photon, which according to Newton’s third law will have resultant force acting on the sphere. In 
an optical tweezers system, such recoil is substantial enough to pull/push an object, with weight 
around pico to femto Newton range towards/away from the focal point according to the refractive 
index difference between the object and the medium. In Fig. 1.2(a) the sphere has a refractive 
index larger than the medium, thus it induces a resultant force pulling it towards the focal point. 
In Fig. 1.2(b), an air bubble with a refractive index lower than water will experience a force that 
will push it away from the focal point of the laser beam.  
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Fig. 1.2 Ray optics diagram tracing out the path of light rays traversing through a 
dielectric sphere with refractive index (a) larger than medium and (b) smaller 
than the medium [2]. 
 
If the photons are not transmitted through the object and scattered off the surface, the 
momentum transferred from the photons in the beam, tend to push particles down the optical axis. 
As in the case of a metallic object in optical tweezers, the photons are either absorbed or scattered 
backward by the metallic surface. By conservation of momentum, the metallic object will gain a 
forward momentum if photons are scattered back. And this will result in the sphere being pushed 
along the optical beam axis. 
For particle size around the wavelength of the incident light, a theoretical explanation for 
the physics behind the optical trapping is still being developed. Current works are based on 
generalized Lorenz-Mie diffraction theory [7], vectorial diffraction theory [8], and computer 
simulation techniques like using finite-differential-time-domain (FDTD) algorithm [9]. Using all 
these methods, the analytical solution for optical trapping on a spherical dielectric particle by an 
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1.3 SINGLE OPTICAL TWEEZERS SETUP 
Many of the most useful optical manipulation techniques are derived from single-beam 
optical traps known as optical tweezers. An inverted optical microscope Nikon TE300, with an oil 
immersion microscope objective CFI S Flour 100X (numerical aperture, NA=1.25) is used in this 
work. The optical train (Fig. 1.3) consists of two Keplerian telescopes and a beam-steering 
mirror. The design goal is simplicity and optical efficiency. The aim of the optical setup is to 
have strong particle confinement to the focal plane. A CNI MGL-W diode laser of wavelength 
532nm (maximum output power = 1.68W) that provides collimated CW single mood laser source 
is chosen for optical trapping. Theoretically, optical tweezers may operate with lasers of any 
wavelength. The choice of the laser will depend mainly on the type of experiments. It is advisable 
to use lasers in the near infrared (800nm ~1064nm) when doing biological based experiments so 
as to minimize photo damage to the sample [17]. 
In Fig. 1.3, the 532nm laser is bounced off two mirrors and directed through a set of 
telescopic lens to expand the beam to the optimal size for the beam-steering mirror to deflect onto 
another set of telescope assembly, which guide the beam into the side port of the inverted 
microscope. This set of lenses configuration is added to the optical beam path, before entering 
into the microscope to correct for any focusing discrepancy between the focused laser and the 
viewing plane. This can help ensure that the back aperture of the objective is filled/ over-filled to 
optimize the performance of the optical trap [14]. This arrangement can also help to keep a 
steering laser beam within the back aperture during beam manipulation. The laser is then 
reflected off a beam splitter within the microscope, passed through the 100x objective lens and 
focused tightly as illustrated in Fig. 1.3.  
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Fig.  1.3 Schematic illustration for our optical tweezers set up used in this work.  
 
The objective lens usually selected for optical trapping will have a high numerical 
aperture (N.A.= 1.25 or larger) for generating a strong gradient in the intensity variation [5]. 
Light from the illuminated particles will be collected by the CCD camera [10] for imaging and 
recording. The images can be recorded by a computer for further analysis as shown in Fig. 1.3.  
In order to determine the optical trapping force directly, the instrument must be 
calibrated. In the viscous drag force calibration, the video tracking of the bead’s motion can be 
converted to absolute distance by calibrating the CCD camera pixels with a standard micrometer 
ruler (TEM copper grid with 2000 mesh by Agar Scientific was used). A picture identification 
program is written in Research system Inc., IDL software Version 5.5. This whole method of 
digitising video images of optical micrographs is also known as Digital video Microscopy. And I 
will be using this technique to capture and analyse most of our data presented in this thesis. 
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To determine the optical tweezers force, the displacement of a trapped bead from its 
equilibrium position in the trap is measured in response to viscous force by flowing fluid 
medium. From Stokes’s law [5, 6],  
F(drag)=6πηνa .......................................................................... (1.4),  
where ν is the velocity of the fluid flow, and η is the viscosity of the medium which the particle is 
in. Terminal velocity is defined as the flow speed of the fluid, that is able to generate a drag force 
just enough to dislodge the spherical particle out of the optical trap. At this flow velocity, 
F(optical) is equal to the F(drag). Thus, by determining the fluid flow velocity, the viscous drag 
can be calculated, and the force of the optical trap can be determined. 
The common methods to move beads in a fluid are; by applying a pressure difference, 
applying an electric field, moving the focused laser spot, or by moving the sample X-Y stage at a 
constant rate. In my setup, shown in Fig. 1.3, the sample stage is mounted onto a motorized 
piezo-controller that can be commanded by a computer to provide a constant velocity during 
translational motion [10]. Using digital video microscopy, particle tracking of the beads at a 25 
frames per sec is used for force analysis.  
   In my system, the measured terminal velocity of a 1.9 micron polystyrene bead in the 
optical trapping system is approximately ν  =112.9µms-1. Using the Equation 1.4, with 
η=0.001002 Νsm-1 , r=0.95µm, the measured optical trapping force is approximately 2.03x10-12N. 
In most of our experiments, the trapping force is approximately in the range of pico-Newton to 
sub-nano Newton force. 
Alternatively, there are reports of using Brownian motion and Hooke’s theorem [6], 
F=kx, where k is the trap stiffness (or known as spring constant) and x is the displacement of 
the particles in the trap, to obtain the optical trapping force. In this method of calibration, one 
takes advantage of the knowledge that the frequency of position fluctuations in an optical trap 
is related to the trap stiffness k by the equipartition theorem.  And the fluctuation of the 
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microsphere within the optical trap is tracked with a 4 elements photodiode array (also called a 
quadrant detector) to obtain the power spectrum density (PSD). With the known trap stiffness 
k, the force of the optical trap can be obtained instantly [6].  
1.4 SCOPES AND REVIEWS  
The applications of using optical trap have extended beyond the original concept of using 
a single focused laser to trap dielectric particles. It has played a revolutionary role in other areas 
of science and engineering. A lot of these applications will require the use of more than one 
single optical trap [20]. In chapter 2, I will be looking into the constructions of dual and multiple 
optical traps. Placing a few beam splitters in the optical beam path, a single input laser beam is 
converted into 2 or more beams, where each of them can form an individual optical trap [21]. The 
detailed construction and application of such an optical trapping setup will be discussed in 
Chapter 2. The disadvantage of such a technique is the amount of laser power that is lost as more 
beam splitters are introduced. Hence, another approach is explored in this chapter. I have 
introduced a simple diffractive optical element (DOE) [22] into the optical beam path to split the 
laser beam into multiple beams.  
 
In chapter 2, I will demonstrate the use of proton beam generated micro lenses as DOE to 
construct multiple optical tweezers. The micro-lens arrays are created by proton beam writing 
followed by thermal reflow on photoresist. Each individual microlens in the array can split a 
single laser beam spot into multiple spots, effectively transforming single beam optical trap into 
multiple optical traps.  Such diffractive patterned multi-beams generally will modify only the 
amplitude and not the phase of the input beam. For more control over the multiple optical traps, 
holographic optical tweezers will be needed [18, 22] to create equivalent holographic beam 
splitters that can modify both the intensity and the phase of the input beam.  
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The highlight of chapter 2 will be the integration of optical tweezers into a lab-on-a-chip 
device. I have demonstrated the feasibility of integrating optical tweezers as part of a lab-on-a-
chip device to trap micro-beads. Details of the constructions of such a device will be discussed in 
chapter 2. The main advantages of constructing a lab-in-a chip optical tweezers device, is to make 
optical trapping more portable and remove the dependency of the microscope for optical 
tweezing.  
In chapter 3, I extend the optical trapping technique further to a one-dimension line 
optical trap. When a single spot laser passes through a cylindrical lens, it is stretched to an 
elliptical profile, which can be approximated to be a line. When such a line laser profile is 
squeezed through the 100X objective lens, it will form a line optical trap. In this chapter, I will be 
using such technique to generate line optical trap. I will also introduce a technique to generate an 
intensity gradient along the line trap [26]. Such intensity asymmetrical line optical tweezers is 
known as optical travelator.  
In addition, chapter 3 describes using such optical travelator to achieve more effective 
control of the position and orientation of one-dimensional nanostructures. In 2004, carbon 
nanotubes were processed by Grier and his co-workers using holographic optical tweezers [27]. 
And more recently, in 2005, nanowires were trapped and aligned with holographic optical trap. 
[28] An optical travelator is also able to facilitate good control in terms of orientation 
arrangement of one-dimensional nanomaterial as compared to single spot optical tweezers or 
holographic topical tweezers. In this thesis, I have shown reasonable good control over the 
motion and position of a single CuO nanorod with an optical travelator system. Furthermore, in 
this chapter, I have demonstrated the arrangement of a nanorod across two Au electrodes as a 
possible application with this technique.  
 
The highlight of chapter 3 is the investigation of using an optical travelator to construct 
an optical sorter. [29]. Unlike most optical sorting techniques that operate on discrete batches of 
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samples [30], dynamics optical sorting can be achieve with optical fractionation. [18] Optical 
fractionation relies on optical forces interacting with the particle to differentiate them. Using 
multiple array of optical traps, tailor made potential energy landscape can be created. And such 
landscape can act like as a sleeve to filter out different size and refractive index particles. Such 
sorting technique is very sensitive to size and optical refractive indices of the colloidal particles 
[33,34]. At the appropriate conditions, the trajectory of a specific type of driven particle is 
deflected by the optical trap while the remaining particles escape from the trap and flow away in 
the driven direction [29]. Early studies in this thesis show that, we can also use an asymmetrical 
line optical tweezers as optical sorter. Even with a single modulation of the potential landscape 
along one direction, I have demonstrated sorting out 2 different sizes of particles at efficiency 
above 90%.  
In chapter 4, I will be discussing my work on dynamic optical tweezers. Even though static 
optical traps are very useful in many field of research, the extent and complexity of such systems 
is limited. Dynamic control optical traps will significantly increase the flexibility of an optical 
trap and increase its applicability to more complex situations [18,19]. They can be readily created 
by methods like rapidly scanning a single spot optical tweezers using scanning mirrors [22, 35] 
holographic optical tweezers [24], acoustic-optical modulator [36], electro-optic deflector [37], 
and phase contrast filters [38]. 
A single rapidly scanned optical tweezers that can trap multiple particles by dwelling briefly 
on each before moving on to the next is the simplest to implement [35]. Scanning optical 
tweezers have been proven to be extremely useful for organizing planar assemblies of colloidal 
particles [39] for scientific research, like testing new ideas in statistical mechanics [40] and 
studying particle-particle interactions in colloidal science [10]. In chapter 4, a novel scanning 
mirror technique is presented. It utilizes a mirror attached to a membrane to construct dynamic 
optical tweezers. This technique is much simpler and more economical to create a wide variety of 
laser patterns compared to previously known methods, like using either a galvonmetric mirrors or 
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a piezoelectric feedback system. 
 
Combining both optical force and torque yield optical devices that can be used to probe 
complex systems like two-dimensional colloidal crystals to study the effect of shearing force on 
point and extended defects. In chapter 5, I introduce the scanning optical tweezers into a 
suspension of mono-disperse colloidal particles. At sufficiently high volumetric density and 
condition, colloidal dispersions can naturally self-assembled into two-dimensional colloidal 
crystal in confined situations. Two-dimensional colloidal crystals are interesting universality 
classes of physical system such as those found in x-y models (Heisenberg spins in plane), two-
dimensional super-fluids, two-dimensional type two high temperature super-conductors, and 
some liquid crystal systems. It is important to note that such colloidal systems are ideal models 
that can provide direct visual evidences on problems of two-dimensions physics. Using digital 
video microscopy, colloidal crystals are rich models for experimental understanding of 
fundamental condensed matter physics. As for example, two-dimensional colloidal crystals has 
been used to study phase transitions in two dimension system [41]. Furthermore, in two-
dimensional statistical mechanics problems, such colloidal crystals have been used to visualize 
the defects energetic in a two dimension systems [42]  
Using optical tweezers to study such colloidal crystals is not new. Ling et al. used a 
strong optical trap to put point defects to two dimensional colloidal crystals and study the 
diffusion of defects in a two dimensional system [42]. Furthermore, Korda et al. have 
demonstrated the used of a line optical tweezers to anneal thin three-dimensional colloidal 
crystals [43]. In chapter 5, I have explored the use of the scanning mirror technique introduced in 
chapter 4, to generate a rotating optical tweezers to optically induced defects in two-dimensional 
crystals. The shearing and elastic strain caused by such defects in two-dimensional colloidal 
crystals is quantitative studied in this chapter. Moreover, in this chapter, I have shown that optical 
tweezers can remediate grain boundaries embedded in a two-dimensional colloidal crystal 
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systems to produce large areas of well-orientate single domain colloidal crystals. The yield of 
large areas of low defect colloidal crystals has important implications for future applications of 
using colloidal crystals as templates to construct photonic-band-gap materials and other novel 
materials.  
Besides using an optical trap to just manipulate and assemble colloidal particles, optical 
tweezers setup is also ideal for driving photochemical reactions and controlled photo-damages on 
selective materials. In the final chapter, the optical tweezers setup is used as a focused-laser 
writing tool to induce photo chemical and physical transformations on irradiated material. 
Focused laser in particular, has high intense illumination at the focal point, where a large optical 
energy density caused photo-induced modifications on the radiated sample [44, 45]  
 
In chapter 6, my scope will be on focused laser writing. The conceptual blueprint of a 
focused laser writing setup is very similar to a standard optical tweezers setup.  However, the type 
of laser chosen will depend on the absorption coefficient of the material. To optimize the laser 
energy density, most of the laser’s energy must be absorbed rather than refracted or reflected.  
 
For controlled laser cutting of the samples, the setup utilized a x-y computer control stage to 
control the sample motion with respect to the focused laser spot. Our group is the first to report 
using such optical setup as a surface modification tool for nano-materials [46]. Regions irradiated 
by the focused laser on carbon nanotubes arrays removed them completely, leaving behind 
microstructures of carbon nanotubes arrays. After the successful attempt to write on CNTs, we 
extended this technique for pruning and soldering other of types of nanomaterials [47]. In this 
thesis, I have also explored this technique beyond the application on nanomaterials and focused 
on polymer photon modification to construct microstructures. In this work, I have demonstrated 
the use of this technique to fabricate microstructures, like diffractive optical elements (DOE) and 
micro fluidic channels. Such optically produced microstructures should help to hasten the 
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adoption of lab-on-a-chip devices for medical and engineering applications in the near future. 
 
1.5 SUMMARY 
Being able to probe into the mesoscopic environment non-invasively, at mutiple points 
concurrently, with nanometer precision and sub-micrometer resolution, has made optical tweezers 
a revolutionary tool with promising application across multiple fields. In this chapter, I briefly 
introduced the theories and basic setup of optical tweezers. I have also introduced some of the 
works done on optical tweezers. This chapter provided a brief review and scope of the different 
chapters I will be exploring in this thesis. Constructions of different variations (single, dual, 
multiple, line and dynamic) optical tweezers and their applications will be discussed in detail in 
the following chapters. With each new variation of optical tweezers introduced, some possible 
applications are presented. In addition to developing novel instrumentations for scientific 
research, in this thesis, some interesting physical phenomena observed using these different 
variations of optical tweezers are also reported. 
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C h a p t e r  2  
MULTIPLE-BEAMS OPTICAL TWEEZERS 
2.1. INTRODUCTION TO MULTIPLE-BEAM OPTICAL TWEEZERS 
The technique of optical trapping, pioneered by Ashkin et al. [1-3], is an active area of 
research. A wide variety of experiments were made possible with the access and control that 
optical traps provide [4-7]. In addition, rapid advances are also being made in the technical 
development of novel methods for creating optical traps [7]. In particular, progress has been made 
in the development of multiple beams array. Techniques like holographic [8-9], diffractive [10], 
time-sharing [11], phase contrast [12] and vertical cavity surface emitting laser array [13] for the 
generation of multiple-spots tweezers array have been developed. These techniques provide 
multiple laser beams to trap and manipulate an array of micro-particles simultaneously.  
In this chapter, I present two different approaches of constructing multiple beams optical 
tweezers. Firstly, I demonstrated a dual-beams optical tweezers system using two beam-splitters 
and two mirrors to split a single spot TEM00 laser to two Gaussian laser beams following the 
design suggested by Erik Fällman et al. [14]. Secondly, an array of microlenses was used as a 
diffractive optical element to generate an array of laser spots that was focused down to trap 
microbeads. Different from previous reported works [8, 9, 10], the arrays of microlenses are 
fabricated with proton beam writing follow by thermal reflow. Note that in these techniques, the 
laser spots were generated by optical elements external to the sample system, which allows more 
control and flexibility to the multiple optical tweezers formed by this technique.  
In addition, I have also explored the possibility of incorporating such microlenses array 
as part of the sample chamber to construct a lab-on-a-chip optical tweezers device. Since the 
microlenses I used are designed and fabricated by us, I can tailor the focal length and numerical 
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aperture of each microlens to suit the experimental needs. This chapter will provide the details of 
the first realization of having optical microlenses arrays coupled into a sample chamber for 
multiple optical trapping. The advantages of integrating an optical tweezers array into the system 
include compactness of the system and the ease of optical alignment. The most attractive of this 
idea is the freedom of optical trapping from a bulky optical microscope, making optical tweezers 
a more portable tool for experiments in rugged environment. 
 
2.2 DUAL-BEAMS OPTICAL TWEEZERS 
 
Fig. 2.1 (a) Schematic for a dual-beams optical tweezers setup (b) Photographs of the 
dual-beam optical tweezers setup  (c) Optical micrograph of 1.2µm polystyrenes beads 
dispersed in aqueous medium. (d) Optical micrograph of two optical tweezers within a 
microscopic view trapping four 1.2µm polystyrenes beads dispersed in aqueous medium 
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Fig. 2.1 shows a schematic of a dual-beam optical tweezers setup used in this work. The 
beam profile from a SUWTech LDC-2500 diode laser (emitting laser beams at a wavelength of 
1064nm and a maximum power of 400 mW) was split into 2 beams by the first beam splitter and 
reflected off two mirrors and directed to the second beam splitter to be directed into the 
microscope side port as shown in Fig 2.1(b). Inside the microscope, another beam splitter would 
reflect both the laser beams towards the pupil of an objective lens to be focused down to form 
dual-beams optical tweezers. 
With two optical traps in a single microscopic view, I gain more control in the 
microscopic world. For example, I can make use of only one optical tweezers to pin the particle 
down and use the other optical trap to pull or push the other particles. As shown in Fig 2.1 (c) and 
(d), two beams optical tweezers are used to trap four 1.2 µm polystyrenes beads dispersed in 
aqueous medium (Fig. 2.1(c)).  
Two beams optical traps can also be used to stretch DNA [6], blood cells [6, 7], 
concurrently manipulate 2 microscopic particles, study sphere-sphere interactions [7], and etc. If 
there is a need to achieve more optical traps, it is feasible to use this scheme and introduce 
multiple sets of beam splitters and mirrors to split and re-direct the laser beams. However, the 
main disadvantage of using beam splitters to split laser beams is the significant power loss for 
every single beam splitter introduced into the optical beam path.  Hence, for experiments that 
required more than two optical traps, this design of producing multiple-beams will truncate the 
laser power significantly until it is too weak for trapping. Therefore, an alternative approach is 
needed to create multiple-beams optical tweezers.  
 Diffractive optical element uses diffraction of light to alter the laser beam intensity 
distribution. The periodic variation of the refractive index on a DOE will cause a phase difference 
in the incident coherent illumination beam and give rise to diffractive pattern [8]. In this work, I 
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utilized microlenses on transparent glass substrate made by proton beam writing as diffractive 
optical elements to transform laser beam to multiple beams for multiple spots optical tweezers. 
 
2.3 MULTIPLE-BEAMS OPTICAL TWEEZERS  
 
Fig. 2.2(a) Schematic of the processing steps for the fabrication of the thermal reflow 
microlenses array. (b) Optical micrograph of a top view of a square array of microlenses. 
The diameter of the lens is about 180 µm. (c) Diffractive laser spot pattern generated 
after laser from a He-Ne Laser wavelength (λ=632.8nm) passes through the microlenses 
array.  
 
The periodic array of microlenses was created by a combination of Proton-Beam writing 
[15] followed by thermal reflow processes [16]. Fig. 2.2 shows the schematic of the processing 
steps for the fabrication of the thermal reflow microlens array. Firstly, a thin layer of SU-8 resist 
with a uniform thickness of 25 µm was spin-coated on a glass substrate. Using the technique of 
Proton-Beam writing [15], a periodic array of circles with uniform diameter was irradiated with a 
scanning focused proton beam (Fig. 2.2(a)). When the proton beam irradiates on the photoresist, 
free radicals are formed. And this will result in a reduction of average molecular weight in the 
polymer and cause a subsequent volume expansion of the photoresist. The dosage used was 
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30nC/mm2. With an energy of 2.0 MeV, the proton has a long range of 62 µm in the SU-8 resist 
with very little scattering except when the proton beam is at the end of its range. This range was 
determined from both simulation using commercial software SRIM and from the imaging of the 
edge of a bulk sample that has been irradiated. The patterned photoresist has to undergo post 
irradiation treatment, where the resist development phase removed the SU-8 resist. In this way, a 
periodic array of uniformly sized cylinders was left behind on glass after chemical development. 
The diameter of the cylinders was controlled by limiting the region exposed to the in-coming 
focused scanning proton beam. The sample was then heated to 285oC for 1 hour on a thermal 
hotplate to allow the SU-8 to reflow under surface tension. This process creates an array of micro 
plano-convex lenses as shown in Fig. 2.2(a). 
 
Fig. 2.2(b) shows an optical micrograph of the fabricated square array of microlenses used 
in this work. The diameter of the lens is 180 µm and the spatial period is 250 µm. The refractive 
index of the resist SU-8 used in this work is n=1.596@632.8nm. The thickness of the lens was 
found to be 24 µm with quantitative phase microscopy. The width of the lens is the same as the 
diameter of the cylinders before the heat treatment. On the other hand, the thickness of the lens is 
related to the original length of the cylinders before heat treatment. Thus, with a combination of 
controlling the scanning proton irradiated dimensions and the thickness of the resist used, one can 
tailor the pattern and dimensions of the microlenses for various applications. The array of 
microlenses on glass resembles a diffractive optical element comprising of the substrate with a 
periodic variation of refractive index that is commonly used for generating interesting laser beam 
pattern [10]. Fig. 2.2(c) shows a square array of laser spots pattern generated after a single beam 
from a He-Ne laser (wavelength 632.8 nm) passes normally through the glass substrate with the 
microlenses array. As reported by Dufresne et al. [8,10], Korda et al. [9] and Hoogenboom et al. 
[13] an array of laser spots can be utilized in realization of multiple spots optical tweezers.  
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In this chapter, I present two separate applications of the microlenses array in facilitating 
the realization of a multiple-spots optical tweezers array. In the first application, the array of 
microlenses served as a diffractive optical element that is inserted into the path of the laser beam 
in a typical optical tweezers setup. Multiple spots optical tweezers arrays can be readily created in 
this way. Simple rotation of the microlenses array resulted in rotating multiple-spots optical 
tweezers. These approaches are again similar to earlier works by Dufresne et al. [8,10], Korda et 
al.[9] and Ogura et al.[17]. In the second and novel application, the array of microlenses was 
integrated into a sample chamber. When an external laser beam illuminated the lenses, they 
produce individual converging light cones that in turn exhibited optical trapping ability. The 
resulting system is very compact and easy to align. This result could potentially be useful in the 
development of lab-in-chip optical tweezers biosensor, by providing a mean to trap and 
manipulate micro-particles or biological cells without direct contact.  
 
2.4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  
 
Fig. 2.3 Schematics of the experimental setup showing the interior of an inverted 
microscope. A laser beam passes through a microlens array and the resultant light 
pattern is focused onto a sample chamber consisting of aqueous suspension of 
polystyrene microbeads. 
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Fig. 2.3 shows the schematics of the experimental setup used in the first application of the 
microlenses to achieve multiple-spots optical tweezers. Dilute aqueous suspensions of 
polystyrene microbeads with a diameter of (1.2 ± 0.01) µm (Polysciences, Inc.) or (1.9 ± 0.02) 
µm (Polysciences, Inc.) sandwiched in between a glass slide and a coverglass were used as test 
samples. The separation of the two confining walls is about 3 µm. As a result, the microbeads 
were tightly confined in a two dimensional system. Once assembled, the sample was placed on a 
sample stage of an inverted Nikon TE300 microscope that is equipped with an oil-immersion 
objective lens (100X, N.A.=1.3). The microscope is also equipped with a side port and an 80/20-
beam splitter. The beam splitter reflects 80% of the laser beam that enters through the side port 
towards the objective lens. A SUWTech LDC-2500 Diode Laser emitting laser beam with a 
wavelength of 1064nm and a maximum power of 500 mW was utilized. As shown in Fig. 2.3, the 
laser beam was split into two separate paths (paths A and B) by a beam splitter. The two beams 
were reflected by adjustable mirrors and recombined by a second beam splitter before entering 
the side port of the microscope. In this way, I generated two independent optical tweezers. A 
glass substrate with the array of microlenses was inserted in the path A as shown in Fig. 2.3. The 
resultant laser pattern diverges slightly from the glass substrate and a set of convex lenses were 
used to focus the laser beam pattern towards the objective lens that in turn focused the laser beam 
pattern onto the sample cell. The transparent sample was illuminated in transmission mode with a 
Halogen light source from the top. Illumination light passes through the beam splitter and the 
image was captured by a Hamamatsu CCD camera. The images were then recorded onto 
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2.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Fig. 2.4 (a) and (b) Optical microscope images of different assemblies of the microbeads 
achieved via multiple-spots optical tweezers array. The spatial period of the microbeads 
array is about 3.2 µm. (c) A mosaic of letters formation by trapped microbeads. (d) and 
(e) Two snapshots of a microbead configuration during an anti-clockwise rotation. The 
diameters of the microbeads shown are: (a)(d)(e) 1.9 µm and (b)(c) 1.2 µm. Video clips 
of the formation and rotation of the microbead assembly can be found at [18] 
 
Even though Fig. 2.3 shows the laser pattern being focused beyond the sample, the two-
dimensional nature of the system and the intensity profile of each individual spots resulted in 
effective trapping of the microbeads. Fig. 2.4 shows optical micrographs of different assemblies 
of microbeads made possible with the multiple-spots optical tweezers array. Note that Fig. 2.2(c) 
shows that the intensities of the different laser spots are not uniform and this will naturally lead to 
optical tweezers spots of different trapping strength. Typically, optical trappings start with the 
brightest spots and are followed by the weaker ones. With the additional independent tweezing 
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spot from path B, I used that optical tweezers to trap a microbead and release it at the desired 
location. In this way, I can selectively fill the array of tweezing spots with microbeads. Fig. 2.4(b) 
shows the best effort in simultaneously trapping 25 microbeads at maximum laser power. The 
spacing of the microbeads is about 3.2 µm. In addition, I can also form an interesting array of 
microbeads configuration. Fig. 2.4(c) shows a mosaic of letters formation by the optically trapped 
microbeads. A video clip of microbeads assembly process can be found at reference [18]. 
 
In addition to multiple trapping, one can easily rotate the trapped microbeads 
configuration as a single entity. This was achieved as follows. The glass substrate with array of 
microlenses as shown in Fig. 2.2 was mounted on a rotating optical mount. Rotating the aligned 
and centered glass substrate resulted in the rotation of the laser pattern. As a result, the optically 
trapped microbeads array rotated accordingly. Fig. 2.4(d and e) shows two snapshots of a 
microbeads configuration during an anti-clockwise rotation. The rotation can be executed 
manually or by using a motor that was coupled to the optical mount. A video clip of the rotation 
process can be found at reference [18].  
 
2.6 INTEGRATION OF OPTICAL TWEEZERS ARRAY  
A typical optical tweezers setup involves a laser system coupled into an optical microscope 
system. This type of system setup could be cumbersome. Therefore, it is worthwhile to develop a 
portable optical tweezers system and even better, if the optical tweezers can be integrated into the 
sample systems or devices. In this way, the built-in optical tweezers provides potentially useful 
functions like trapping, manipulation and possibly particles or cells sorting without direct contact. 
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Fig 2.5 (a) Schematic diagram labeling various parameters associated with the microlens. 
(b) Optical Micrograph of array of microlenses used in this application. The lenses form a 
hexagonal array with a lattice spacing of 25 µm. (c) Schematic (not to scale) of a sample 
cell where the array of microlenses is built into the sample chamber. (d) Optical 
micrograph of a close-up view of the array of microlenses. (e) Viewing plane about 150 
µm from (d) showing the bright focused laser spots. Microbeads can be found trapped at 
the local beam intensity maxima. The diameter of the microbeads is 5.1 µm. Video clip 
of the trapping of the microbeads by this built-in optical tweezer array can be found at 
[18] 
 
In this section, I present a second and novel application of the glass substrate with the array 
of microlenses in another variation of optical tweezing. Here I utilized the light focusing ability of 
each individual microlens. And hexagonal array of microlenses with a lattice spacing of 25 µm 
was choosen for this experiment (Fig. 2.5(b)). The relationship between the various dimensions of 
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where Rc (=16.0 µm) is radius of curvature of the lens, n1 (=1.477) is the refractive index of the 
PMMA resist that makes the lens, n2 (=1.33) is the refractive index of medium (water in our 
case), D (=20 µm) is the diameter of the lens, and L (=3.5 µm) is the thickness of the lens. The 
PMMA microlenses were fabricated using the same method as mentioned before. In this case, the 
dosage of the proton beam used was 100nC/mm2. Using Eqn (2.1), f turns out to be 145 µm in 
water. This is similar to the thickness of a typical coverglass that is used as a spacer in our sample 
chamber. The glass substrate is incorporated into the sample chamber. The schematic of the 
sample chamber is shown in Fig. 2.5(c). In this sample chamber, an aqueous suspension of 
microbeads was sandwiched between the glass substrate with an array of microlenses and a 
coverglass. An additional four pieces of coverglasses (two of which shown in Fig. 2.5(c)) were 
used as spacers.  
 
Once assembled, a laser beam was directed normally towards the upper wall of the sample 
chamber as shown in Fig. 2.5 (c). Fig. 2.5(d) provides a close-up view of the lenses array. And 
Fig. 2.5(e) shows the view of the optical microscope focused at a plane about 150 µm away from 
the microlenses with the laser turned on. Individual microlenses focused the part of the laser 
beam incident upon them and modified the incident beam into corresponding individual 
converging light cones. With sufficient power, each of these focused light cones provided 
sufficient trapping power to hold the microparticles that were suspended in the aqueous medium. 
One can clearly see the bright focused laser spots with 1 to 3 trapped microbeads. The diameter of 
the polystyrene microbeads used in this case is 5.1 µm (Polysciences, Inc.). In this experiment, I 
used a SUWTech LCD-2500 diode laser emitting light with a wavelength of 532 nm and a 
maximum power of 120 mW. Video clips of the integrated optical tweezers in action can be 
found at reference [18]. In the video clips, one can see that microbeads readily moved into the 
focused spots soon after the presence of laser beam. 
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The advantages of integrating an optical tweezers array into the system include the ease of 
optical alignment and compactness of the system. It also makes the device simple to use. The 
diameter of the incident laser beam is about 1.5 mm and thus a large number of microlenses can 
be engaged in optical trapping simultaneously. Since the laser power is essentially divided into 
individual spots, relatively large laser power is required for effective multiple trapping. With 
sufficient incident laser beam power, an extended array of optically trapped microbeads can be 
achieved. In this experiment, the laser beam passed through a moderately converging lens before 
it is incident upon the sample. Moreover, I have intentionally positioned the lower wall of the 
sample chamber approximately at the focal plane of the microlenses. In this way, the lower wall 
served as additional barrier to hold the microbeads at that level and the optical tweezers array 
would arrange the microbeads into the desired pattern. In this way, lesser laser power is required. 
Future experiments include directing the incident laser beam from different oblique angles. By 
changing the incident angle, the converging light cones would be directed to focus at different 




In this chapter, I have introduced two methods to construct multiple-beams optical 
tweezers system. Firstly, I have demonstrated that with multiple sets of beam splitters and 
mirrors, one can split a single beam spots to multiple-beams spot. Secondly, I have demonstrated 
the feasibility of using proton-beam micro-machined array of microlenses as diffractive optical 
elements for the simultaneous optical trapping of multiple microbeads. In particularly, I have 
shown the potential of using these microlenses in two possible applications in optical tweezers. 
The first application illustrated the function of the lens array as an optical element in generating 
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multiple laser spots for optical tweezing. Capturing an array of particles with a unique 
configuration is useful for the micro-assembly of colloidal particles. The ability in both trapping 
and rotation of tiny objects could be useful in pulling and twisting polymer-like objects. The 
second application demonstrated the feasibility of integrating the microlenses array into a device 
to provide localized optical trapping. This suggests a potentially useful development in 
facilitating a few additional functions on a “lab-on-a-chip’ microfluidic device. It can be used to 
hold microspheres or biological cells in predetermined locations for testing and analysis. In 
addition, if the particles are moving, the array of spots can be used as a guide to direct the 
particles towards a desired direction [9]. For future work, it is worthwhile to incorporate the laser 
source into the device and also to improve the efficiency of the optical trapping.  
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18. Video clips of the colloidal assembly using the multiple-spots laser tweezing, rotation of 
colloidal spheres array and on-board multiple spots optical tweezers trapping can be 
found from the following website 
http://www.physics.nus.edu.sg/~physowch/multi_optw/multi_optw.html 
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C h a p t e r  3  
OPTICAL TRAVELATOR 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The pioneering work of Ashkin et al. [1-3] in the invention of optical tweezers has 
provided us with an important tool in colloidal physics and biophysics [4-6]. In most cases, the 
optical tweezers are used to trap, manipulate and arrange tiny particles such as microspheres and 
biological cells. With the advent of optical tweezers, a wealth of interesting experiments has 
become feasible [6] as shown in the previous two chapters. Among the many exciting 
applications of optical tweezers, sorting of microscopic particles using light fields has been a 
subject of great interest recently [7]. With a single spot tweezers, it is straightforward to trap and 
re-direct a specific moving particle to a collection compartment during the sorting process [8]. 
And recently, optical manipulation and sorting has also been demonstrated with a diode bar laser 
to form a line trap that has a large trapping zone [9]. One could also make use of optical tweezers 
as actuators for a microscopic valve flap to direct micro-particles in a lab-on-a-chip device [10]. 
On the other hand, an array of optical traps has been demonstrated to be effective in deflecting the 
trajectory of driven particles [11]. This behavior is utilized in a particle sorting technique known 
as optical fractionation [12]. In optical fractionation, it is typical to orientate a regular array of 
optical traps [11] or a single array of optical traps [12] at an inclined angle with respect to the 
flow direction of the driven particles. At the appropriate conditions, the trajectory of a specific 
type of driven particle is deflected by a trap and moves into domain of the next trap and so on, 
while the remaining particles escape from the trap and flow away in the driven direction. In a 
recent development, MacDonald and co-workers [13] created a three-dimensional optical lattice 
from a five-beam interference pattern that facilitates sorting of particles by size and by refractive 
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index. Unlike most conventional sorting techniques that operate on permanent embedded 
functionality structures [14,15], sorting particles with light is non-invasive and free from the issue 
of clogging. The process can be dynamically optimized for better efficiency by adjusting the 
wavelength, intensity and geometry of the trap array.  
 In this chapter, I present an efficient way for transporting and sorting colloidal 
microspheres using a line optical tweezers with a non-uniform intensity profile. The advantages 
of this technique are that it is simple to implement and relatively inexpensive. A line optical 
tweezers can be readily created by rapidly scanning a single spot optical tweezers using a 
Galvanometer [16] or by changing the waveform with an acousto-optical modulator (AOM)[17, 
18]. Using a variation of the scanning technique with an AOM, Liesfeld et al. [18] created an 
asymmetrical line optical tweezers that was used to transport particles along the scanning-line 
optical tweezers [18]. Among the different methods used to create a line optical tweezers, perhaps 
the simplest and most cost effective method is to insert a cylindrical lens in the optical train of a 
typical optical tweezers system [19]. Such line tweezers has been used to align biological cells 
[19, 20] and nanowires [20]. Similarly, I have adopted the technique of using cylindrical lens to 
create line optical tweezers. However, in this work, the main difference is that I have intentionally 
created a line optical tweezers with an asymmetric beam profile by inserting the cylindrical lens 
in a tilted and off-axis manner. In the conventional laser tweezers the intensity distribution of the 
trap beam is symmetric about the beam center. The gradient forces in such a trap beam lead to a 
symmetric potential well. However, by creating asymmetry in the intensity distribution of the trap 
beam, an asymmetric potential well can be created. The optical gradient force along the long axis 
of the asymmetrical line optical tweezers (length range from 1µm to 100µm) will translate one or 
more trapped microspheres along it readily. The speed with which particles move will be 
determined by the trap beam power and the degree of asymmetry of the trapped formed. I denote 
this type of asymmetrical non-scanning line optical tweezers as an optical travelator, since the 
microspheres travel readily along the line tweezers. With two such optical travelators, I was able 
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to demonstrate the efficient herding of a system of moving colloidal microspheres into a local 
area. This would otherwise be time consuming if one were to use a single spot optical tweezers 
one sphere at a time. Next, I have used electrophoresis to drive a binary colloidal system 
comprising polystyrene microspheres with diameters of 1.1µm and 3.2µm through the optical 
travelator. With optimized flow direction (w.r.t. the optical travelator) and flow velocity, I sorted 
the larger spheres from the smaller spheres with a 90% or better efficiency. In addition, in this 
chapter I have also shown some of my work on line optical tweezers with nanowires and 
biological samples.  
3.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  
Fig. 3.1(a) shows the schematic of the experimental setup used in this work. It is a typical 
setup for a dual beam optical tweezers system (as shown in chapter 2) with tilted cylindrical 
lenses (focal length: 19mm) inserted in the laser beam paths to achieve a line tweezers with non-
uniform intensity profile. The sample cells used in this experiment consisted of aqueous 
suspensions of negatively charged polystyrene or silica microspheres sealed between cleaned 
cover glass and a glass slide (glass-to-glass separation 3~10 µm) with access provided by two 
glass tubes bonded to holes passing through the upper glass wall. The cleaned glass slides and 
negatively charged colloidal particles will minimize the probability of particles becoming trapped 
onto the glass surfaces during the experiment. Two copper electrodes were introduced through 
these two glass tubes to provide an applied electric field to induce motion of the colloidal 
particles.  
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Fig. 3.1 (a) Schematic of a double line optical tweezers system and a sample cell 
that was coupled with electrodes for electrophoresis. The inset shows the 
schematic of the intensity profile after a parallel beam with Gaussian intensity 
profile passes through the cylindrical lens resulting in the creation of a skewed 
intensity profile. (b) Measured laser power profile after passing through a 
cylindrical lens. The region bound by the dotted lines was focused by the 
objective lens to create the line optical tweezers. 
 
Once assembled, the sample was placed on a sample stage of an inverted Nikon TE300 
microscope that was equipped with an oil-immersion objective lens (100X, N.A.=1.3). The 
transparent sample was illuminated in transmission mode with a Halogen light source from the 
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top. A Hamamatsu CCD camera was used to capture the images. The images were recorded onto 
videotapes or fed directly to a computer.  
A SUWTech LDC-2500 diode laser emitting laser beams at a wavelength of 1064nm and 
a maximum power of 400 mW was utilized in this work. The laser beam was split into two 
separate paths by a beam splitter. Each beam path passes through a cylindrical lens before being 
recombined and directed through a lens and into the microscope through a side port. The beams 
were then reflected by a beam-splitter towards the objective lens. In this work, the laser beam was 
directed towards tilted cylindrical lens in an off-axis manner as shown in Fig. 3.1. As a result, the 
laser spreads out into a line formation. As such, a portion of the line profile was blocked off at the 
back of the objective lens, and only the remaining portion that passed through the lens would be 
focused tightly onto the sample cell. To create flowing particles in the sample chamber, a 
Keithley237 pico-ammeter was used to apply a voltage from 0 to 110 V to the copper electrodes 
embedded within the sample chamber. A uniform flow was established electro-kinetically by the 
applied electric field and with the velocity of the moving particles controlled by the magnitude of 
the applied voltage. Alternatively, a computer control x-y motorized sample stage was used to 
control the motion of the sample with respect to the line tweezers. Fig. 3.1(b) shows a plot of the 
measured profile of the laser beam power after passing through a cylindrical lens. The laser 
profile was measured by attaching a slit with a width of about 2 mm in front of the detection 
window of a power meter and translated the power meter along the length of the expanded laser 
line. The region between the dashed lines was the part of the laser profile that was employed to 
form the line optical tweezers. In this way, the resultant line tweezers had non-uniform and 
monotonously increasing intensity profile. The microspheres were found to travel readily along 
the line tweezers towards the end with higher intensity. Since the strength of the optical trapping 
depends on the power of the laser beam, one can readily tune the trapping force by varying the 
power of the laser beam. 
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3.3 OPTICAL MANIPULATION AND SORTING WITH OPTICAL TRAVELATOR  
As a simple demonstration, the line optical tweezers was incident upon an aqueous 
suspension of silica microspheres with a diameter of 1.58± 0.04 µm (Duke Scientific) at 2.5% 
concentration by volume. Figure 3.2(a) shows the silica microspheres readily traveling along the 
line tweezers towards the end with higher intensity profile. To better illustrate the sequence of 
events, video clips of the optical travelator in action can be found in the supplementary reference 
material [21]. In this work, the cylindrical lenses were mounted on a rotating optical mount. With 
proper alignment and centering, rotating the whole cylindrical lens resulted in rotation of the 
optical travelators. With two optical travelators, one could readily “herd” a system of colloidal 
microspheres and guide them towards a local area. As shown in Fig. 3.2(b) and supplementary 
material [21], two optical travelators were orientated to form a “V’ formation to redirect and 
gather a system of polystyrene microspheres (diameter = 1.2 ± 0.01 µm (Polysciences, Inc.)) 
towards a narrow region; the microspheres were made to travel generally from right to left by 
moving the sample stage. The “herding” of the microspheres was effective and efficient using 
such a combination of optical travelators. To perform a similar task using a single spot optical 
tweezers would be less effective and efficient. One could envisage using this method to 
concentrate a system of particles towards a collection or compartment, and thus reducing sample 
wastage. 
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Fig. 3.2 (a) Optical micrograph of a 2-D system comprising silica microspheres 
(diameter: 1.58 µm) under the influence of a single optical travelator. (b) Optical 
micrograph showing herding of polystyrene microspheres (diameter: 1.2 µm) 
using two optical travelators. The dotted line boxes outline the region where the 
optical travelators affect the microspheres. Scale bars=10 µm. Videoclips of the 
optical travelator in action can be found in the supplementary material [34]. 
 
The magnitude of optical trapping force depends on the power of the laser beam, the 
refractive index difference of the dielectric particles with respect to the aqueous medium, and the 
size of the particles. One could make use of these properties to sort moving particles by adjusting 
the magnitude of optical trapping force to selectively deflect only the larger particles. In this 
chapter, the laminar flow caused by an applied electric field was used to drive a binary system of 
colloidal polystyrene microspheres through a single optical travelator. The diameters of the 
polystyrene microspheres (Polyscience, Inc.) were (1.1± 0.01) µm and (3.2± 0.09) µm. In the 
following experiments, the laser output power was maintained at 400 mW and the applied voltage 
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across the copper electrodes was systematically varied. As the optical trapping force was stronger 
for the larger microspheres, one can selectively deflect the larger particles without any significant 
effect on the smaller ones by controlling the flow rate. In this work, I have also investigated the 
effect of varying the relative orientation between the optical travelator and the direction of the 
flow of the microspheres on the efficiency of the sorting.  
 
Fig. 3.3 (a) Optical micrograph of the colloidal system. The arrows indicate the 
direction of flow (solid arrow) of the particles and the direction of the optical 
travelator (dotted arrow). θ = 74o and scale bar = 40 µm. Trajectories of the 
microspheres in the same region of flow for a binary system of 1.1 µm (thin 
dotted line) and 3.2 µm (thick lines) polystyrene spheres at an applied voltage of 
(b) 10V, (c) 50V and (d) 90V. (e) A plot of the particle deflections and net 
sorting efficiencies versus the applied voltage. (f) A plot of the particle 
deflections and net sorting efficiencies versus the measured velocity of the 
particles.  
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Fig. 3.3(a) shows an optical micrograph of the sample chamber showing both the large 
and small microspheres. The separation between the cover glass and the glass slide was found to 
be 5 µm. The microspheres flow from top to bottom of the field of view and the dotted arrow 
indicates the location of the optical travelator. I denote the angle between the particle flow vector 
and optical travelator as θ [see Fig. 3.3(a)]. The data presented in Fig.3.3 correspond to the result 
obtained for θ = 74o. The process of optical sorting was recorded onto videotape or fed directly to 
the computer.  
In digital video microscopy, videos of motions of microspheres are recorded and are 
digitized at 1/25-second intervals using a PCVision analog to digital conversion card. Making use 
of precision programming technique developed by John Crocker et al. [22] to identify the centre 
of the sphere and trace time evolution of the sphere frame by frame. Joining the centroids of the 
microspheres over consecutive image frames give the trajectories of the microspheres. The data 
for this study is compiled into the time-resolved trajectories, can be described by the following 
equation. 
! 






Fig. 3.3(b), (c) and (d) show the trajectories of both the 3.2 µm polystyrene microspheres 
(thick lines) and 1.1 µm polystyrene microspheres (thin dotted lines) at applied voltages of (b) 
10V, (c) 50V and (d) 90V, respectively. Changing the applied voltage varied the average drift 
velocity of the microspheres. The interplay between the momentum of the moving microspheres 
and the size-dependent trapping strength of the optical travelator gave rise to three distinct phases 
of the system, namely, the all-deflect phase at low particle velocity [Fig. 3.3(b)]; sorting phase at 
medium particle velocity [Fig. 3.3(c)] and all-pass phase at high particles velocity [Fig. 3.3(d)]. 
Videoclips of the optical sorting process can be found in the supplementary reference material 
[21].  
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At each applied voltage, the percentages of the larger microspheres and smaller 
microspheres deflected were obtained separately. The difference of the two percentages was 
taken to be the net efficiency of the sorting process. During the analysis, the selected region of 
interest was an area of 30µm x 30µm as highlighted by red boxes in Fig. 3.3(b-d). This region 
was selected to avoid the kink in the laser line profile as evident in Fig. 3.1(b) possibly due to a 
defect in the lens. A plot of the deflection and net efficiencies as a function of the applied voltage 
is shown in Fig. 3.3(e). It can be seen that a maximum net efficiency of 90% was achieved at an 
applied voltage of about 50V. The data shown were based on trajectories of more than 20 
particles.  
 
Electroosmosis and electrophoresis are major electro kinetic processes used in 
microfluidic applications. Electroosmosis refers to bulk motion of fluid and electrophoresis refers 
to the drift velocity of charged species by the action of an electric field. Due to electroosmosis 
flow, both types of microspheres would have almost the same velocity. As the charged 
microspheres are heavily screened by the counter ions in the solution, the effect of electrophoresis 
is not significant. The larger and heavier microspheres are expected to be closer to the lower glass 
wall where the velocity of the fluid flow is slower. This will result in a small difference in 
average velocities of the two types of microspheres at the same applied voltage. From 
experimental measurement of the velocities of the two microspheres, I found that the averaged 
velocity of the 1.1 µm-microspheres is about 1.3 times faster than the 3.2 µm-microspheres 
within the same region of interest. Fig. 3.3(f) shows a plot of the deflection and net efficiencies as 
a function of the measured velocity of the microspheres. It is evident the maximum net efficiency 
as a function of microspheres velocity was about 60%. Hence, the applied voltage, which 
provided the driving force to propel the microspheres also added an important velocity difference 
in the microspheres selection for improving sorting efficiency.  
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Fig. 3.4 (a) Optical micrograph of a snapshot of the colloidal system. The arrows 
indicate the direction of flow of the particles and the direction of the optical 
travelator. θ = 40o and scale bar = 40 µm. Trajectories of the microspheres in the 
same region of flow for a binary system of 1.1 µm (thin dotted line) and 3.2 µm 
(thick lines) polystyrene spheres at an applied voltage of (b) 5V, (c) 50V and (d) 
90V. (e) A plot of the particle deflection and net sorting efficiencies versus the 
applied voltage. (f) A plot of the particle deflection and net sorting efficiencies 
versus the measured velocity of the particles. 
 
One could also estimate the magnitude of the trapping force of the optical line tweezers 
in the direction orthogonal to the direction of motion of the spheres along the optical travelator. 
For example, from Fig. 3.3(f), the big microspheres typical flow at a maximum speed of about 20 
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µm/s at 100% deflection. The force required to keep the larger microspheres along the line 
tweezers while resisting the background fluid flow of v=20 µm/s can be estimated as F = 6πηrv 
cos(16o) = 0.58 pN, where η (=0.001002 Ns/m2) is the viscosity of water, r (=1.6 µm) is the 
radius of the microspheres.  
The performance of the sorting capability of the optical travelator at different θ was also 
investigated. The different relative orientations were achieved by carefully rotating the sample 
chamber on the sample stage without disturbing the optical alignment of the system. I ensured 
that even after rotation, the region of interest remained the same by permanent features on the 
glass slide as reference points. Fig. 3.4 shows the results obtained at θ = 40o. It should be noted 
that the camera was rotated in order to achieve a view where the direction of the flowing particles 
were from bottom to top of the field of view as shown in Fig. 3.4(a). The polarity of the applied 
voltage was reversed so that the direction of motion of the microspheres was opposite to those 
shown in Fig. 3.3. Fig. 3.4(b-d) shows the trajectories of the two types of microspheres at applied 
voltages of (b) 5V, (c) 50V and (d) 90V. They correspond to the all-deflect phase at low particle 
velocity; sorting phase at medium particle velocity and all-pass phase at high particle velocity, 
respectively. Fig. 3.4(e) shows a plot of the deflection and net efficiencies as a function of the 
applied voltage. It can be seen that a maximum net efficiency of 77% was achieved at an applied 
voltage of about 30-40V. Evidently this maximum efficiency was less than that achieved at θ = 
74o.   
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Fig. 3.5 Plot of Maximum net efficiency of sorting against the angle θ. 
The dependence of the maximum net efficiency on the angle θ was systematically investigated by 
repeating the experiment at different θ. Fig. 3.5 shows a plot of the maximum net efficiency 
(from efficiency versus voltage plot) versus the angle θ.  It can be seen that effective sorting can 
be achieved at a range of 40o < θ < 74o. In this range, the moving large microspheres become 
effectively trapped by the optical travelator and propelled along the optical travelator while the 
majority of the smaller microspheres do not experience a sufficiently large trapping force to cause 
a large deviation in their trajectory. It should be noted that the force that propels the large 
microspheres along the optical travelator is due to a combination of optical force exerted by 
intensity gradient along the line tweezers and the components of the viscous force exerted by the 
moving fluid. On the other hand, at angle of θ ≥ 80o, the large microspheres become trapped by 
the line tweezers but do not travel fast enough along the travelator that they are knocked out of 
the travelator due to collisions with the next incoming microspheres. As a result, the sorting 
efficiency is reduced. With a reduced concentration of colloidal microspheres, the sorting 
efficiency at these large angles can be improved due to a reduction of collision frequency. This 
issue of the sorting efficiency with respect to the concentration of the microspheres in the 
colloidal system will be addressed in future experiments.  
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3.4 NANOWIRES MANIPULATION USING OPTICAL TRAVELATOR  
In the presence of the optical travelator, nanorods were also found to be readily trapped 
by the line tweezers and aligned with their long axis in the line-shaped optical field. In addition, 
they were found to travel readily along the line tweezers towards the end with higher intensity. 
Since the strength of the optical trapping depends on the power of the laser beam, one can readily 
tune the trapping force with variation in the power of the laser beam. Fig. 3.6 shows the optical 
micrographs of arranging several CuO nanorods into a line formation by line optical tweezers. 
Initially, the orientations and the positions of the CuO nanorods were random in the absence of 
the line tweezers (Fig. 3.6a). Once the line tweezers were turned on, the nanorods lined up in a 
single line as shown in Fig. 3.6(b), thereby maximizing the volume of the nanorods in the region 
of highest electric field [20]. This behavior is typical of non-spherical objects trapped in optical 
tweezers [19, 23, 24, 26]. Once lined up, the nanorods were found to travel along the line 
tweezers towards the left end with higher measured power. This was mainly due to the varying 
magnitude in the trapping force induced by the increasing intensity profile of the line tweezers. 
Videoclips of the nanorods manipulation process with line optical tweezers can be found in the 
website [27].   
Crossed nanowires have many attractive properties, such as rectifying behavior [26] and 
individually addressable device function [28], which play a significant role as basic building 
blocks for integrated nano-devices. optical travelator can be used to arrange two independent 
CuO nanorods into a crossed formation. Videoclips of the nanorods manipulation process with 
line optical tweezers can be found in the website [27]. 
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Fig. 3.6. Optical micrographs showing (a) CuO nanorods in the field of view in 
the absence of the line tweezers; (b) Nanorods lined up in a single line due to 
the influence of the line tweezers. Scale bars = 15 µm. Videoclips of the 
nanorods manipulation process can be found in website [27]. 
 
Fig. 3.7 shows sequential optical micrographs that demonstrate the manipulation of CuO 
nanorods into a crossed formation. Firstly, I trapped and aligned a nanorod with optical travelator. 
Secondly, moving the sample stage with respect to the tweezers, I positioned the nanorod at the 
desired level. Lastly, the nanorod traveled along the line tweezers towards the high-power end 
where a pre-selected vertically oriented nanorod was located. Once the crossed formation was 
achieved, the line tweezers were turned off or the sample was moved rapidly away from the 
optical line tweezers. Thus, using this optical line tweezers, I can trap a nanorod; move it to the 
pre-selected nanorod and formed crossed-formation. Using this technique, I can manipulate the 
nanorods and form some basic shapes, such as “T”, “L”, and triangle. Videoclips of the formation 
of some of these configurations can be found in the website [27].  
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Fig. 3.7 Sequential optical micrographs of the manipulation of nanorods into a cross 
formation with the line tweezers. Scale bars = 15 µm. Videoclips of the nanorods 
manipulation process can be found in website [27].  
 
To study and measure the electrical transport properties of individual or crossed 
nanowires/nanorods, it is required to bridge the nanowires/nanorods across conducting electrodes. 
Sometimes the nanowires/nanorods were randomly deposited on a substrate and then followed by 
the deposition of the electrodes across both ends of nanowires/nanorods with the aid of electron 
beam lithography [29]. Therefore, the precise deposition of the electrodes in an ultra-fine space is 
required. Here I present an alternative method to bridge a nanorod across electrodes with the line 
optical tweezers. Fig. 3.8 shows the demonstration of manipulating and bridging of a CuO 
nanorod across two electrodes using the line tweezers. Prior to the fabrication of the sample cells, 
gold electrodes were first deposited onto a glass slides using electron-beam evaporation 
deposition. The optical line tweezers was setup in a direction that was orthogonal to the gap 
between two gold (Au) electrodes. When a suitable nanorod was identified, it was trapped and 
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moved towards the gap and eventually bridged across the gap. In this particular case, the nanorod 
was found to remain in this bridging position for an extended period (7 days) even after the laser 
has been turned off. It was presumably held in position by the Van der Waals force between the 
Au substrate and the nanorod. Compared with the previous works, this simple method provides 
the flexibility and ease of selection of suitable nanorods with the desired length (to fit the gap in 
the electrodes). In addition, to a lesser extent, one can choose the nanorod with the desired 
diameter. An added advantage is that the whole process can be visually monitored.  
 
 
Fig. 3.8(a-c) Sequential optical micrographs of manipulating CuO nanorod to bridge 
across Au electrodes with line tweezers. (d) Optical Micrographs in transmission 
mode. Scale bars = 15 µm. Videoclips of the trapping and manipulation of the CuO 
NW across the electrodes can be found in website [27].  
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3.5 OPTICAL TRAVELATOR IN BIOLOGY 
Since the milestone demonstration by Ashkin and his coworkers on using IR laser (1064nm) 
to trap Escherichaia coli, human red blood cells and organelles located within Spirogyra and 
protozoa in 1987 [30], optical tweezers has been an essential tool in the field of life science [4]. 
And many recent publications on optical tweezers are related to biological science. Biological and 
medical applications of optical tweezers have been reviewed extensively in the following 
reference [31, 32, 33]. Similarly, I am interested in the application of optical travelator in 
biological samples. The 1064nm laser I have been using has minima photo damage to living cells, 
due to poor optical absorption of cells in the near infrared spectrum. Thus, this technique should 
be able to be implemented to manipulate other kinds of biological cells or virus and organelles in 
cells. As a natural extension of our studies, optical travelator was applied on biological sample. 
 
 
Fig. 3.9 Optical micrograph of yeast cells trapped and transported using the 
optical travelators. Supplementary video clip of yeast cells trapped and translated 
in optical travelator can be found in ref [21]. 
 
The biological samples that I have chosen to study are yeast cells. Under the influence of the 
optical travelator, yeast cells were found lining up according to the line optical tweezers profile, and were 
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driven towards the direction of the higher intensity laser profile as shown in Fig. 3.9. There was no 
observable photo damage on the yeast cells over the few hours of experiment I performed on these cells. 
The video clip of the translation motion of yeast cells by the optical travelator can also be found in 
supplementary reference material [21]. Recently, Mohanty and Gupta have also reported similar work on 
human red blood cells [34].  
Future experiment includes utilizing this technique for sorting of red blood cells from 
white blood cells. Furthermore, by fabricating asymmetrical micro-cylindrical lenses and follow 
the scheme introduced in chapter 2 for lab-on-a-chip optical tweezers, one can construct a lab-on-
a-chip cell sorter. This dynamic non-invasive blood cell sorter will be an important advancement 
in cell cytometry for future medical science applications. 
3.6 SUMMARY 
In chapter 3, I have explored the capabilities of a line optical tweezers for optical 
manipulation and sorting. I have demonstrated the feasibility of using a line optical tweezers with 
asymmetrical intensity profile to create a transverse optical gradient force along the line tweezers 
for the purposes of transportation, manipulation and sorting of nanoscopic (nanowires), 
microscopic objects (colloidal beads) and biological samples (Yeast cells). This technique is ideal 
in manipulating polystyrene and silica beads of various sizes. Using an optical travelator, I have 
induced colloidal migration from regions of high concentration to low concentration against the 
direction of the pressure gradient in the sample cell. And incorporating the idea in chapter 2 to 
use two beam splitters to create dual optical traps, I have demonstrated the constructions of dual 
optical travelators for the purpose of herding colloidal particles to control the local number 
density distribution under a microscopic condition. In addition, I have used the optical travelator 
to sort polystyrene microspheres of different sizes. Using only one optical travelator, I had 
successfully achieved sorting efficiency of greater than 90% for sorting 1.1 µm and 3.1µm 
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polystyrene spheres. This cheap and non-invasive dynamic sorting technique is simple to 
maintain, implement, operate, and manage.  
In this chapter, I have also introduced the optical travelator to an aqueous suspension of 
CuO nanorods. The ability to visually control nanostructures (nanorods and nanowires) under an 
optical microscope has allowed us to construct crossed formation and other fundamental shapes 
with 2 or 3 nanorods in different connecting configurations. I have also demonstrated an 
alternative method to manipulate and bridge nanorods across Au electrodes. With my work on 
manipulating biological yeast cells with our optical travelator, I have also demonstrated the 
feasibility of operating it on yeast cells. And I am proposing the integration of this technique to 
manipulation and sorting biological sample (like red and white blood cells) for future projects. 
And by coupling with methods introduced in chapter 2, I am also proposing the possibility of 
constructing a lab-on-a-chip biological sample sorter for future advancement of this field.  
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C h a p t e r  4  
DYNAMIC OPTICAL TWEEZERS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION TO DYNAMIC OPTICAL TWEEZERS 
 
One of the technical variations in optical tweezing is the modulation of an incident laser 
beam into different laser profiles and thus producing optical traps with the corresponding profile. 
Different optical profiles can be readily created by methods such as the use of diffractive optical 
elements (DOE) [6] (as shown in Chapter 2), scanning mirror [6,7,8,9], spatial light modulator 
(SLM) [5], acoustic-optical modulator (AOM)[10, 11], Electro-optic deflector [12, 13], phase 
contrast filters [14], and different types of optical lens [8] (as shown in chapter 2 and chapter 3) to 
generate various profiles of static optical traps [6], and dynamically controlled optical 
manipulators [7]. 
In this chapter, I adopted a similar method to the scanning mirror technique to 
dynamically transform an ordinary single spot optical trap into time-sharing optical trap with a 
wide variety of patterns. However, instead of using a piezoelectric system [5] or Gimbel Mount 
mirrors [7] to control the scanning mirror, I made use of a scanning mirror that was adhered to the 
centre of a stretched latex membrane. When a laser beam was reflected off the mirror, a wide 
variety of laser patterns were created depending on the mode of vibration of the membrane since 
the mirror vibrated with the membrane. And by controlling the vibration of the membrane and 
hence the scanning mirror via sound wave from a speaker, I controlled the profile of the optical 
trapped formed. And by controlling the frequency and the amplitude of the sound wave imparted, 
I was able to achieve the different laser profiles with different size and shape for optical trapping. 
Furthermore, in this work, I have also created a few variations to the standard scanning mirror 
technique. For example, I replaced the scanning mirror with a diffractive optical element (DOE) 
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that generate periodic array of laser spots. I then made use of membrane coupled with such DOE 
to form multiple optical traps. These traps could all be concurrently controlled by the sound 
waves imparted on the membrane. With two scanning mirrors, I have also investigated the 
creation of time evolving patterned optical tweezers. In addition, I have also explored using this 
technique for different possible applications, such as generating optical shuffling of a linear array 
of microspheres. 
 
4.2 DYNAMIC OPTICAL TWEEZERS EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  
 
Fig. 4.1(a) Schematic of the vibrating membrane scanning mirror optical tweezers 
setup. The dotted lines in the schematic indicated the possible laser paths steered 
by the scanning mirror (b) Photograph of the experimental setup and the green 
dotted line indicates the optical train of the laser beam used.  
Fig. 4.1(a) shows the schematic of the experimental setup used in this work. It was a 
typical setup for an optical tweezers system with an additional component of a mirror mounted on 
a stretched vibrating membrane, S1, inserted in the laser beam paths to achieve different laser 
profiles. The stretched membrane was made of latex membrane stretched and secured over a 
hollow rigid metallic cylindrical tube by an elastic band. A speaker output the signal from a 
variable frequency function generator (Kenwood Oscillator AG 204), capable of generating 
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sinusoidal signals ranging from frequencies of 1 Hz to 106 Hz, to produce the sound waves. 
Sound waves travelled down the hollow cylinder and set the stretched latex membrane vibrating. 
A gold-coated mirror was attached to the centre of the latex membrane to reflect the laser beam 
into the microscope. Currently the effective operation of our technique was achieved by using 
sound frequency of up to a few hundreds Hz with deflection range of a few hundreds of 
milliradian. A SUWTech LDC-2500 diode laser emitting laser beams at a wavelength of 1064nm 
with a maximum power of 400 mW or a CNI diode pump all-solid-state lasers MGL-W emitting 
laser beam at a wavelength of 532nm with a maximum power of 2W were utilized in this work. 
Our sample consisted of aqueous suspensions of microspheres sealed between a cover glass and a 
glass slide (glass-to-glass separation 3~10 µm). Once assembled, the sample was placed on a 
sample stage of an inverted Nikon TE300 microscope that was equipped with an oil-immersion 
objective lens (100X, N.A.=1.3). The transparent sample was illuminated in transmission mode 
with a Halogen light source from the top. A Hamamatsu CCD camera was used to capture the 
images. The images were recorded onto videotapes or fed directly to a computer. A photographic 
image of the setup is shown in Fig. 4.1(b). The green dotted line illustrated the laser beam path 
before it enters the microscope. 
In this work, the laser beam was directed towards mirror mounted onto a latex membrane 
of thickness 0.1mm that is stretched over a circular rigid metallic cylinder along its circumference 
as shown in Fig. 4.1. When a periodic longitudinal wave was imparted upon the membrane, via 
sound wave produced by speaker, it would vibrate accordingly. For a circular boundary condition, 
the time independent solutions for the vibration modes are linear combinations of Bessel’s 
functions. And the oscillatory time solution follows a simple sinusoidal function. Reflecting an 
incident laser beam off the vibrating mirror would prescribe a resultant pattern that was defined 
by families of Lissajous curves at the appropriate sound frequencies, examples are as shown in 
Fig. 4.2(a) and 4.2(c). And when such laser profiles were sent through the back aperture of an 
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optical microscope objective lens, optical traps with the respective laser patterns as shown in Fig. 
4.2(b) and Fig. 4.2(d) were formed. 
  
Fig. 4.2 (a) Photographic image of ellipsoidal laser beam pattern created by this 
technique (b) Corresponding optical micrograph of the resultant ellipsoidal 
optical trap formed to trap an assembly of 1.58µm silica microspheres. (c) 
Photographic image of a line laser beam pattern created by this technique. (d) 
Corresponding optical micrograph of the resultant line optical trap formed to trap 
a row of 1.58µm silica microspheres (Scale bar= 5µm). 
 
4.3 THEORY OF CIRCULAR VIBRATING MEMEBRANE  
In this work, the laser beam was directed towards mirror mount onto a latex sheet of 
thickness 0.1mm that is stretched over a circular rigid support along it circumference as shown in 
Fig. 4.1. When a periodic longitudinal wave was impressed onto the membrane, via sound wave 











 ……………………………………………….…………(4.1),  
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where z is defined as the orthogonal axis pointing away from the surface of the membrane. And v 
is the speed wave of propagating across the membrane. This solution of this equation must satisfy 
the circular boundary condition where the change in z is equal zero at the edge of the circular 
rigid support.  
To solve for equation 4.1, the parameter z(x,y,t) was separated into two components, 
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Or simply,  








= 0  ……………....................................................(4.5) 












T = 0  ……......................................................…....(4.6) 
Equation 4.6 is basically in the form of a simple harmonic motion, with solution simply as T= 
sin(knmvt) or T=cos(knmvt)   
This is because of the circular boundary condition, we can write 
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2 in cylindrical 
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" = sinn#  or 
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" = cosn# , where n is the separation constant.  
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2 ( n2)R = 0 ....................................................(4.11) 
Equation (4.11) is the form of the standard Bessel equation with solutions Jn(knmr) and Nn(knmr), 
but only Jn(knmr) can be chosen as Nn(knmr) contains infinite at origin (which is the position of our 
mirror). Jn(knmr) and J-n(knmr) are linearly independent solution if n is not an integer. Therefore 
bound by the physical reasoning that for each physical point in space there exist only one 
displacement z, the value of n is an integer. And integer m will be indicating which Jn(0) of the 
Bessel function that is considered in obtaining the solution to the equation above. 
We rewrite ωmn= knmv . And ωmn are the frequencies for normal modes of oscillation. 
Coupling this solution for the spatial component to the time component defined by the 
time solution of the equation (5.6), the overall solutions of the vibrating membrane will be linear 
combinations of the following equations 
z = Jn(knmr) sin(nθ) sin(ωnmt) ................................................(4.11a) 
z = Jn(knmr) cos(nθ) sin(ωnmt) ................................................(4.11b) 
The mirror of our system is attached onto the membrane at arbitrary position to reflect off 
the incident laser beam. As the mirror oscillates according to the wavefunction described by 
equation (4.11), the laser spot reflected off the mirror oscillates with a sinusoidal function with 
respect to time.  
Depending on the mode of oscillation the sound wave induced on the circular membrane, 
the amplitude of the mirror tilting can be approximated by the normal point where the mirror is 
attached onto the membrane as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. 
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Fig 4.3 Schematic of a vibrating membrane used as a scanning mirror system to 
direct incident laser beam. Computer simulated solution for z = J1(k12r) cos(θ) 
sin(w12t) is used for this illustration. (a) Incident laser beam is reflected off the 
centre of a vibrating membrane surface. (b) Incident laser beam is directed to 
another position δx from the original position after time t. 
 
Fig. 4.3 present a computer simulated solution for z = J1(k12r) cos(θ) sin(w12t) (Code 
written in Maple 6, Maplesoft) of an example solution for equation (4.11) with n=1 and m=2. Fig 
4.3(a) represents an instance where the membrane is oscillating at time t. At time, δt, later, Fig 
4.3(b) shows another instance where the membrane oscillation to another position. If the normal 
line defines the normal surface of the mirror used to reflect the incident laser beam, then by the 
laws of reflection, the angle of incident and the angle of reflection must be equal, and the 
reflected beam will be directed as shown in Fig 4.3(b). The periodic oscillation of the mirror 
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directs the reflected laser to scan a line laser pattern defined by δx as shown by the dotted line in 
Fig 4.3(b). 
For δx represents left-right oscillations, and δy represents up-down oscillations, I can write 
down the equations that describe the laser beam deflections to be given by the following 
equations.  
δx(t)= a(ρ,θ) [cos(ωnmt-δ)] ......................(4.12a) 
δy(t)= b(ρ,θ) [cos(ωnm t)] ........................(4.12b) 
where a(ρ,θ) and b(ρ,θ) are constants in a given driving frequency with the respective mode 
which the membrane is oscillating. This is governed by equations 4.11(a-b), and the phase 
difference between x and y is given by δ. The result of such laser deflection will be describing 
sets of Lissajous curves on the back aperture of the microscope lens. 
Hence, the net deflection of laser beam path by the scanning mirror, S1, is defined by 
S1(ρ,θ,t) = a(ρ,θ)[cos(ωnm t-δ)] + b(ρ,θ) [cos(ωnm t)] ...........(4.13) 
Therefore, the laser pattern that is mapped out by the vibrating membrane induced scanning 
mirror, S1 in Fig 4.1(a), is defined according to the equation (4.13). Examples of the patterns 
formed are as shown in Fig 4.2(a) and 4.2(c).  
 
4.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
As a simple demonstration of optical tweezers with different trapping profile, laser 
pattern formed by this technique was incident upon an aqueous suspension of silica microspheres 
with a diameter of 1.58 µm. Using a sound wave oscillating at 160Hz, the vibrating mirror 
generated an ellipsoidal profile, as shown in Fig. 4.2(a). When such a laser profile was focused by 
a high numerical aperture objective onto a colloidal suspension of microspheres, it created an 
elliptical assembly of colloidal spheres, as shown in Fig. 4.2(b). When the sound frequency was 
adjusted to 148Hz, a line pattern was generated (Fig. 4.2(c)) and the subsequent optical trap was 
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also able to capture many spheres to form a straight chain of microspheres assembly as shown in 
the optical micrograph (Fig. 4.2(d)). To better illustrate the sequence of events and the dynamic 
control of the optical modulator, video clips of the dynamic optical trapping in action can be 
found in the supplementary reference material [16].  
 
Fig. 4.4 (a) Plot of size of the optical pattern verses the amplitude of loudness of 
the applied sound. (b) Plot of membrane frequencies of the laser beam verse 
applied sound frequencies  
 
One of the attributes of this technique is the simple controllability of the scanning 
frequencies and size of the optical tweezers by tuning the driving frequencies and the amplitude 
of the sound used to drive the membrane into oscillations. Applying a constant sound frequency 
of 222Hz, a relationship between the ellipsoidal optical trap size generated by a vibrating circular 
membrane and the driving sound intensity was measured. From the plot shown in Fig. 4.4(a), the 
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length of the semi-major axis of an elliptical optical trap against the sound intensity fed into S1 is 
shown. The size of the optical tweezers formed increases with the amplitude of the applied 
driving sound intensity. Hence, by controlling the driving sound intensity, the size of the optical 
trap obtained at a fixed frequency can be controlled.  In another experiment, the laser beam was 
reflected off the mirror attached to the circular membrane and directed into a photodiode that is 
attached to an oscilloscope.  As shown in Fig 4.4(b), the oscillation of the scanning mirror was 
measured to be linearly dependent on the applied sound frequency. In fact, the frequency with 
which the laser beam traces out a complete laser pattern after being reflected off the vibrating 
mirror is the same as the driving frequency of the sound signal. 
The ability to control the scanning frequency, shape, and size of dynamic optical trapped 
formed by just controlling the external driving frequency and amplitude of the sound source, 
provides a simple handle for this economical technique to control the different optical trap 
patterns generated.  
Using this technique of optical trapping, I have noticed that small particles are being 
pushed into rotation by an ellipsoidal shaped optical tweezers. In the next section, I will be 
looking into how to use this technique to induce micro rotation.  
 
4.5 OPTICAL INDUCED ROTATION  
There are different schemes introduced in literature review on induced rotation of small 
particles using optical tweezers [6]. One of the schemes proposed makes use of the spin angular 
momentum in a circularly polarized light to drive colloidal particles into spinning motion. Notably, 
Friese et al. (2001) [16] demonstrated the possibility of optically driven micro-machine elements 
using circularly polarized light. In 2002, Cheng et al. reported on spinning coin-like micro-disks 
using circularly polarized laser [17]. And more recently, in 2004, Miyakawa et al. found that an 
assembly of two-dimensional arrays of microspheres can be rotated by circularly polarized light. 
[18] While Higurashi et al. also demonstrated the used of a linearly polarized light transmitted 
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through a birefringent micro-object to induce its a rotation [19]. Another scheme utilizes the orbital 
angular momentum from phase distributions across the laser beam wave front to stir the particles 
under the impinging light into rotation. For example, Sato et al. used a rotating high-order mode 
laser beam to induce rotation of red blood cells. [20]. While Paterson et al. [21] used interfering 
beams to induce rotation and O’Neil et al. used a simple rotating asymmetrical aperture to 
demonstrate similar capability [22]. Furthermore, Curtis et al. had reported the use of holographic 
optical tweezers to create optical vortices [23]. Mechanically rotating the laser trapping profile [24] 
or the plane of polarization [25, 26] of the incident laser was another proposed method to rotate the 
optically trapped particles accordingly. Besides using optical gradient force to manipulate 
microscopic particles, scientists had suggested using radiation pressure to accelerate and trap 
particles [27]. In 2002, using radiation pressure on an asymmetrical object, like a propelled shaped 
micro-rotors [28] or two different sized beads attached to one another [29], scientists were able to 
observe the optically trapped micro objects gained a net torque from light and induced a rotational 
motion. The obvious advantages of using optically induced rotation include the absence of direct 
contact (minimizes contaminations), minimum mechanical components (reducing wear and tear), 
and no complex micro wiring for power supply (maximizing efficiency and simplicity). 
In our elliptical laser trap, the rotating optical trap was observed to push trapped 
microspheres into rotation around the ellipse, about an axis perpendicular to the sample cell 
surface and in the same sense of rotation as the rotating optical trap. This observation is similar to 
those observed by Saaki in 1991 using a scanning mirror to push spheres into rotation [30].  
Using digital video microscopy to track and trace every single sphere trajectories within 
the optical profile, the dynamics of the trapped particles was mapped. Fig. 4.5(a) and Fig 4.5(h) 
show optical micrographs of one single trapped microsphere in the rotating optical tweezers 
formed with the vibrating membrane technique introduced above.  
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Fig. 4.5 (a-h) Optical micrographs of one optically trapped microspheres orbiting in the 
optical vortex. (Each image is 200ms apart from each other). (i) x-y position trace of one 
sphere over a period of 20s. (j) y-t plot of the time variation of the particle’s y-
displacement over a period of 20s. Video clips of sphere rotation within an optical vortex 
generated by vibrating membrane acting as an oscillating source for a scanning mirror are 
available in [31]. 
 
The mechanism responsible for the movement of microspheres is similar to that reported 
in [30]. Each time the focused laser beam is scanned across the particles in the optically patterned 
trap, it provides an instantaneous impulse to drive the particles in the direction of the moving laser 
beam. The mechanical response of the particles to such a driving force in a viscous solution is 
constantly damped by viscous resistance. This is evident, when the optical tweezers was blocked, 
the particle stopped rotating almost instantly. This implies that the trapped particle motion along 
the circumference of the optical trap is constantly heavily damped by the medium. However, 
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repetitive scanning of the optically trapped particles can provide a continuous driving force to 
move them along the trap.  
By studying the trajectories of the one particle within the trap, dynamics of this rotation 
was measured and studied. Fig. 4.5(i) shows such a position tracking of the spheres in the optical 
trap. Over a period of 20s, the trajectory traced out a ring topology that corresponds to the laser 
patterned projected onto the sample. Fig 4.5(j) is a displacement time plot illustrating a single 
sphere’s y-axis displacement over a time of 20s. In this case, the colloidal microsphere was 
measured to revolve at a constant rotational rate, Ω of about 51 rounds per minute (rpm), while 
the beam scanning sinusoidal frequency ωo was set at about 170Hz.  
 
Fig. 4.6 Plot of circular optical trap’s radius R verses rate of rotation Ω. Inset: 
Plot of ln(R) verses ln(Ω) . The red line in the plot is a 1/R3 polymer fitting to the 
experimental data. And the black line in the inset plot is a linear line fit for a 
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I did an experiment to study how the radius R of the scanning beam is related to the 
rotation rate Ω. Fig. 4.6 illustrates a plot of the rotational rate a single 1.58µm silica sphere with 
respect to the radius of the optical vortex, under an influence from a constant laser irradiation of 
the 504mW and a constant scanning frequency of 170Hz. By increasing the amplitude of the 
sound wave, while keeping the frequency constant, the amplitude of the vibration in the 
membrane increased. And thus the size of the optical ring trap increased accordingly. The inset in 
Fig 4.6 shows the linear relationship dependency of ln(R) on ln(Ω). The gradient of the linear 
fitting of the points in the log-log plot gives about 2.9±0.1. Thus, the solid curve of 1/R3 that was 
fitted back onto our experimental data points as shown in Fig 4.6. was a good match. This result 
also provided a calibration to control the rotation of the particles within the rotating optical 
tweezers. From Fig. 4.6, our scanning mirror technique can rotate trapped particles to rotational 
speed of more than 500 rounds per minute easily, suggesting that it is a suitable candidate for 
micro motor for micro-fluidic devices. In most fluidic devices applications, there are usually 
many particles in the system. Therefore, it is important to study the collective behaviour of 
particles trapped in such an optical trap.  
 
Using a scanning frequency of 163 Hz, an assembled of 9 (diameter=1.58µm) silica 
microspheres, which rotated at a constant rate of about 1Hz, were trapped in an elliptical optical 
tweezers. Fig 4.7 (a) shows an optical micrograph of an assembly of 9 spheres trapped in the 
optical trap rotating in an anti-clockwise direction. In this case, the trajectories of the spheres 
traced out a ring profile (as illustrated in the x-y position plot in Fig 4.7 (b)), which was defined 
by the elliptical laser pattern incident onto the sample. And following the time evolution of the y-
displacement of this sphere (Fig. 4.7(c)), the colloidal assembly was measured to rotate at a 
rotational rate of 56.5 rounds per minute (rpm). 
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Fig. 4.7 (a) Optical micrographs showing an assembly of 9 spheres in a ring optical trap. 
(b) Plot of the trajectory of nine spheres traced over a period of 20s. (c) Plot a single 
sphere, y-displacement against time, traced over a period of 20s. (d) Plot of rotation rate 
verses laser power. Video of optical vortices created by this method can be found in the 
supplementary reference webpage [31]. 
 
I believe this rotational motion was caused by the constant impulses, which the rotating 
optical trap imparted onto the microspheres as it scanned past them. The rate of rotation of the 
microspheres did not match the optical trap rotation rate in a viscous medium in their steady state. 
Here, every time the laser beam scanned pass the microsphere, it impart momentum to the 
microsphere to push it along, after that the microsphere’s motion is damped out, until the next 
time the laser beam comes around, the microsphere move a bit again, so naturally the frequency 
of the sphere rotation is smaller than the laser beam rotation rate.  
 
Adjusting the amplitude of the applied laser power could also control the desirable speed of 
the rotation of the microspheres in the ellipsoidal trapping profile. In Fig 4,7(d), the average rate 
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of rotation was observed to be dependent on the laser power applied. Video of optical trapped 




Fig. 4.8 (a) Plot of the rotational rate against the occupation number of spheres at 
different laser power (b) Plot of the rotational rate against the applied laser power.  
 
Using digital video analysis, the trajectories of the individual colloidal spheres within the 
rotating optical trap were obtained. From the trajectories for the spheres, the average rate of 
rotation of the spheres was found to be dependent on the number of spheres (occupancy number 
N) trapped within the optical trap. Fig. 4.8(a) shows the plot of rotational rate of the spheres 
against the occupation number N in the ring optical trap of a constant radius R at different laser 
power. The general trends show that there is an increase in the rate of rotation with the addition of 
spheres into the ring profile of the optical trap. This was attributed to the cooperative reduction of 
the viscous drag to the overall dynamics of the sphere within the optical trap [10]. However, at 
high occupancy number, I noticed that there was a reduction in the rotation speed with each 
additional sphere into the system. This suggested that there was an increase in viscous drag 
experienced by the spheres, since the energy input was constant. Thus, this result suggested that 
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there could be a possible damping effect caused from the hydrodynamic coupling between the 
spheres. From the same experiment, the relationship between the applied laser power and the 
average rotation rate of the spheres in the scanning optical tweezers was also obtained. In Fig 
4.8(b), the rate of rotation was measured to be linearly proportional to the power of the incident 
power. Similar trend was also observed for a collective of spheres in rotation.   Detail studies will 
be conducted in the future to determine the characteristic of this physical phenomenon. 
 
As shown in Chapter 2, multiple optical tweezing is an important tool to concurrently 
control microspheres at different locations and manipulating them [15]. Hence, it will be 
interesting to construct an array of optical tweezers and concurrently control them with audio 
driving force. In the following session, I will be presenting my work on incorporating this 
technique with DOE (diffractive optical elements) to generate multiple dynamic optical tweezers 
for dynamic control of multiple optical traps with sound frequency. 
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4.6 MULTIPLE DYNAMIC OPTICAL TWEEZERS  
 
Fig. 4.9 (a) Photographic image of a multiple spots array diffraction pattern 
generated when a 532nm laser is reflected off a multiple square array diffractive 
optical element (DOE). (b) Optical micrograph of multiple beams optical 
tweezers array trapping 1.58µm silica microspheres. (c) Photographic images of 
multiple spots array becomes multiple lines array when the membrane is driven 
by a sound source of 150Hz. (d) Optical micrograph of the resultant multiple-
lines optical tweezers array aligning multiple pairs of 1.58 µm silica bead to a 
fixed orientation defined by the trap. (Scale bar =5 µm) 
 
In following work, I replaced the mirror in our setup in Fig. 4.1 with a piece of silicon 
patterned with 50x50 µm2 square grid with a spatial period of 75µm. The patterned silicon is akin 
to a diffractive optical element (DOE) that would create periodic array of laser spots when a 
single laser beam was reflected off the surface. An example of the resultant multiple laser spots 
optical trapping is shown in Fig. 4.9(a). The corresponding array of optically trapped 
microspheres pattern is shown in Fig. 4.9(b). At 150Hz driving frequency, (each laser spot 
formed a line laser pattern) an array of line optical tweezers was generated as illustrated in Fig. 
4.9(c). When these patterns were focused through an optical microscopic objective lens, an array 
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of multiple line optical tweezers was formed. As shown in Fig. 4.9(d), each of these lines optical 
tweezers could effectively trap 1.58µm colloidal spheres, to form multiple aligned lines of 
colloidal assembly. Video of multiple lines optical tweezers can be found in the supplementary 
reference webpage [16]. 
4.7 OPTICAL SHUFFLER  
 
Fig. 4.10 (a) Schematic of a system comprising of two scanning mirrors using two 
separated vibrating membranes optical tweezers setup. The dotted lines in the 
schematic indicated the possible laser paths steered by the scanning mirror (b-g) 
Optical micrographs sequences showing this technique shuffling an assembly of 4 
silica (diameter 1.58µm) microspheres (Each frame is 0.2s apart.) The black cross 
indicates the same sphere that was traced over the period of 1s. Video clips of 
shuffling of spheres assembly by the coupled vibrating membrane scanning mirror 
generated optical traps are available in ref [16] 
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For more complex dynamic optical trapping, I introduced in an additional set of scanning 
mirror into the optical beam path. Fig. 4.10(a) illustrates a schematic of an optical system that 
contains two separated plane mirrors (on two separated latex membranes) stretched over rigid 
metallic cylinders with a circular cross section. Both membranes were driven by two independent 
sound sources. Laser beam steered by S1 was  then incident onto S2, which could act as either a 
static mirror for reflecting the laser or could act as another scanning mirror to redirect the optical 
beam path. This second set of scanning mirror  provided an additional variation over laser pattern 
generated by S1. The resultant beam would be reflected by a third mirror into the side port of our 
optical microscope.  
This design provides greater flexibility in the laser pattern formed for optical trapping. 
The resultant laser pattern created by two independent scanning mirrors will be more complex 
and dynamical than just a single scanning mirror. Due to the phase shift between the two 
vibrating mirror, overlapping Lissajous figures were obtained. And when such a laser pattern was 
focused through the objective lens, interesting optical trapping profile that was time evolving was 
generated. 
One possible application demonstrated using this setup was optical shuffling. I applied a 
driving frequency of 185Hz on the scanning mirror S2 generating an oscillating line profile to 
trap a row of 4 spheres assembly as shown in Fig. 4.10(b). When a second driving frequency 
(180Hz) was applied at S1, it caused the whole pack of spheres assembly to reshuffled as shown 
in Fig. 4.10(b) to Fig. 4.10(g). The cross in the optical micrographs identifies the same sphere that 
was traced during the shuffling process. The sphere at the top of the row in Fig. 4.10(b) was 
shuffled down the pack to the last sphere in the line of spheres as shown in Fig. 4.10(g) in about 
1s time. Hence, this technique has a possible application in achieving better mixture of solution 
using lasers. Video of optical shuffle can be found in the supplementary reference webpage [16]. 
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4.8 SUMMMARY 
In this chapter, I have introduced the feasibility of using a mirror attached to a vibrating 
membrane excited by sound wave to form dynamic optical tweezers. This novel technique 
developed in our laboratory is capable of generating different optical trapping profiles. It is 
simple and economical to add onto a standard optical tweezers setup. I have applied this optical 
technique for transportation, manipulation and rotation of colloidal microspheres. In addition, I 
have also presented a few variations to the standard scanning mirror technique. Replacing the 
mirror with a DOE, I have successfully achieved multiple dynamically controllable optical 
trapping arrays using this technique. And using two scanning mirrors setup I have created more 
complex optical profile compare to one single scanning mirror. Making use of phase and 
amplitude differences between the two scanning mirrors, this technique is suitable for complex 
optical manipulation like optical shuffling particles within a row of optical trapped microspheres. 
Possible applications that can be developed from this technique include non-invasive solution 
stirrer or dynamic optical sorter. 
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C h a p t e r  5  
DEFECTS REMEDIATION USING OPTICAL TWEEZERS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION TO COLLOIDAL SCIENCE 
Colloidal domain forms a crucial interface that bridges between the nanoscopic to the 
microscopic world. It plays an important role in the development of technological advancement 
and scientific investigation in modern times. In particular, an ensemble of mono-dispersed 
colloidal particles can be used as a fascinating experimental system to model fundamental 
condensed-matter physics. [1] Hence, it is necessary to understand how fundamentally particles in 
suspension interact. In the past few decades, vast amount of research have been carried out using 
such system to study fundamental physical phenomena, such as particles long range attractive 
interactions between particles [2, 3], colloidal lattice melting [4] and phase transition [5]. 
It has been reported that colloidal microspheres form crystal of different symmetry, as 
well as fluid and glass phases [1, 3]. In thermal equilibrium, the microscopic dynamics and 
mechanism of thermalization of these microscopic particles provide interesting insights to basic 
concepts in condensed-matter physics [5, 6, 7].  High densities of spheres between two flat-glass 
walls used in our experiment gave rise to collective behaviour that facilitated the studies of 
mutual interactions among spheres. Due to thermally driven molecular collision, these colloidal 
particles display Brownian motion [8] as discussed by Albert Einstein. A two dimensional 
colloidal system is also an ideal model system that mimics atoms in two-dimensional systems. In 
this sense, the structure of an ensemble of colloids is analogous to those observed in atomic and 
molecular phase transitions. However, unlike atoms in conventional materials, the microspheres 
in a colloidal suspension are large enough to be seen with an optical microscope and move slow 
enough to be tracked with commercial video equipment. The motion of the atoms can also be 
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controlled with the viscosity of the medium they are immersed in for a standard 1/25 s to observe 
the dynamics. Thus, in situ colloidal phase transitions can be studied with digital video 
microscopy [1,3].  
At thermal equilibrium, a configuration of a colloidal assembly is determined by the 
competition of the elastic potential and the thermal fluctuation [3, 4]. The elastic potential of a 
colloidal assemble is dominated mainly by inter-particle interaction (screened Coulombic 
potential), geometric confinement, multiple body hydrodynamic coupling, and van der Waal 
forces of attraction [8]. Depending on the local thermodynamics, kinematics, and density of the 
colloidal particles, freezing and melting of colloidal lattices can occur [1]. Self–assembly of 
colloidal particles is also a promising route to engineer many potential materials and applications. 
For example, they can be use in the construction of photonic crystals material [9], fabrication of 
tunable optical filters [10], masking in nanospheres lithography [11], and etc [12].  
In this work, I focused my studies mainly on two-dimensional periodic colloidal crystals. 
Colloidal crystals, like most natural occurring crystals, are usually marred by edge dislocation, 
grain boundaries formation, impurities and vacancies [1]. Similarly, self-assembled colloidal 
crystals also face with such issues of defects generation during nucleation. Such defects break 
the symmetry in the colloidal lattice and thus impinged the physical properties of the colloidal 
assembly. In most cases, these defects are major factors influencing the phase transitions of the 
crystals. Therefore, the construction of large, defects-free, single domain, ordered colloidal 
crystals continue to elicit intensive research interests.  
In order to routinely pack large-scale periodic crystal structures, techniques were 
introduced either in defects prevention during synthesis or defects reductions during the post-
production process. One approach was to minimize defects formation during crystallization. For 
instance, using Ludwig-Soret-effect (via temperature gradient) to control deposition rate of 
spheres onto a growing crystal, large area of colloidal lattice was obtained [13]. Template-
assisted epitaxial growth was also employed. By sedimentation of colloidal particles on naturally 
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sedimentation site on surface with lower potential energy, like well-defined periodic template 
[14] or field [15], well-oriented colloidal crystals of exceptionally high quality had been reported. 
Similarly, using surfactant-mediated technique, Weitz and coworkers had also produced large 
ordered colloidal structure via balancing the coulombic attraction between the surfactant and 
colloids [16]. A second approach was to remove defects after the crystal which had self-
assembled. The main principle in removing defects in crystals is to provide the required 
activation energy to induce defects relaxation without generating new ones. Cyclic thermal 
annealing [17] and mechanical shearing [18] were two common techniques used to realign and 
reduce the number of defects in a crystal. As the free-energy barriers for collective relaxation for 
colloidal crystal are large and time required is relatively long, another technique was recently 
introduced by applying optical gradient force to anneal colloidal crystal defects locally. Korda et 
al. had applied scanning optical tweezers on thin three-dimensional crystals to offer one route to 
locally anneal samples and removed defects [19]. As the temperature range for a desirable lattice 
conformation is relatively narrow, the advantage of local annealing is to provide the required 
activation energy to allow defects relaxation without generating new defects.  
In this work, I made use of optical force to induce local relaxation in colloidal lattices and 
study how defects can be remediated. Korda et al. [19] made used of linear scanning to provide 
the required activation energy to melt thin layers of three-dimensional colloidal crystal. And in 
this chapter, a scanning optical tweezers was utilized (discussed in chapter 4) to provide both the 
optical gradient force and mechanical torque to induce shearing deformation in a two-dimensional 
SiO2 colloidal lattice. This approach has a few advantages. As SiO2 microspheres were employed 
in this work, higher laser power could be utilized without fear of melting the spheres. With higher 
power, a wider range of annealing energy could be employed to exert larger range of optical 
forces to the colloidal crystals. On the other hand, the optical tweezers could also be used to 
intentionally create defects in ordered domain and study the alteration of the system energy. 
Furthermore, as the present analysis was focused on a monolayer of two-dimensional colloidal 
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crystals, one could achieve better response tracking of the colloidal crystal using video 
microscopy without worrying about the response of other spheres in other layers. More 
importantly, in this work, a novel way to analyze the data had been developed to provide the 
microscopic insights into energy scale of the various defects interplay in a colloidal crystal 
system. 
To gain better understanding of defects formation and how these defects can frustrate a 
colloidal crystal system, a novel quantitative method for the analysis of data was developed in 
this work to relate its configuration stability to the energy of the system E0. Briefly, the pair-wise 
interaction potential energy between two charged spheres was first determined experimentally. 
The measured results were fitted using the classical formulation of micro-ion screening 
electrostatic interaction developed by Derjaguin, Landau [20], Verwey, and Overbeek [21] 
(DLVO) to determine the mutual interaction potential energy between two charged spheres. After 
the pair-wise interaction potential energy has been determined, the total interaction potential 
energy of a sphere with its nearest neighbours was calculated based on the observed location of 
the neighbouring spheres. This potential could be calculated using the measured values of 
screening length and effective charge on the sphere within the sample. As the contribution of the 
nearest neighbour was the dominating factor in the calculation of the interaction potential using 
DLVO theorem, the next nearest neighbour contribution was ignored. Next, with the positions of 
the nearest neighbour spheres fixed, the sphere was hypothetically moved within the region 
bound by the nearest neighbour to look for the position that yields the minimum interaction 
potential energy with the neighbours. The difference between the measured interaction energy 
and this possible minimum energy was catalogued as the strain energy for that particular sphere. 
Since, each optical micrograph obtained has hundreds of spheres. By calculating the strain 
energies for all the hundreds of spheres, the statistical distribution of the configuration localized 
distortion energy was thus obtained for that system. Using such analysis over pictures obtained in 
digital video microscopy, the microscopic kinematics and dynamics of the system can be also 
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resolved. 
To test this new analytical approach, I had used a rotating optical tweezers to stir a 
colloidal lattice and created multiple dislocations, which increased the strain to the lattice. Using 
the analytical approach, quantitatively measurements of the resultant strain energy could be 
obtained. And when the optical tweezers was blocked, the crystal is observed to remediate itself 
to minimize the energy of the system. Then, I have applied a rotating optical tweezers to a grain 
boundary in a colloidal crystal. The optical induced forces provided the momentum to locally 
destabilize the system to create opportunities for spheres to relocate to points of minimum energy. 
And when the optical force was blocked off, the overall strain energy presents in the system was 
effectively reduced. Finally, I scanned the rotating optical trap across the boundary and 
successfully demonstrated the remediation of grain boundaries to achieve large single domain 
colloidal crystals.  
 
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
Fig. 5.1(a) illustrated the schematic of the experimental setup used in this work. Details of 
the technique have been described in Chapter 4. In brief, the experimental setup is as follows. The 
laser beam utilized was a CNI MGL-W diode laser of wavelength 532nm (maximum output power 
= 1.68W), filtered with neutral density filters to obtain various laser power employed in this 
experiment. As depicted in Fig. 5.1(a), a scanning mirror S1 was used to direct the laser beam to 
form a ring profile scanning at 140Hz. The objective lens focused the ring laser profile to form a 
ring optical trap as illustrated in the micrograph Fig 5.1(b). The beads were induced into rotation by 
the rotating optical tweezers. From the displacement-time plot of the beads in Fig. 5.1(c), a single 
trapped microsphere was forced to rotate about a fixed point (radius = 2µm) at a frequency of 
approximately 400rpm. Both the size of the rotating optical tweezers and the speed of rotation could 
be controlled with our scanning mirror system [27] as shown in chapter 4. The sample consisted of 
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aqueous suspensions of microspheres (Duke Scientific, diameter=1.58±0.06µm) dispersed in 
deionized water at a volume ratio of about 0.025, sealed between two cover glass and a glass slide 
(glass-to-glass separation 3~8 µm) with optical adhesive as shown in Fig. 5.1(a). All glass slide 
used in the experiment were cleaned with an acid-peroxide wash. And a reservoir of mixed bed ion 
exchange resins, via a hole drilled on the centre of the glass slide, were used to maintain a constant 
ionic distribution throughout the experiment. 
 
 
Fig. 5.1(a) Schematic of the experimental setup used. (b) Optical micrograph of 
SiO2 sphere trapped in a ring optical trap. (c) Displacement time plot of the 
trapped particle trajectory. 
 
Using pressure gradient formed between the two closely spaced glass walls (approximately 
4µm apart), the microspheres were forced into a two-dimensional system as illustrated in Fig 5.2(a). 
The sample was illuminated in transmission mode with a Halogen light source from the top. The 
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glass beads at this size undergo Brownian motion, which were captured using a Hamamatsu CCD 
camera. The images were recorded onto videotapes and fed to a computer for analysis. In digital 
video microscopy [3], videos of the motions of the microspheres were recorded and digitized at 
0.04s intervals using a PCVision analog to digital conversion card. Videos of rotating optical 
tweezers can be found in the supplementary webpage [30]. 
 
5.3 COLLOIDAL INTERACTION POTENTIAL FROM PAIR-CORRELATION 
FUNCTION 
In order to compute the strain energy of the system, the pair-wise interaction potential 
energy between two spheres must first be determined. A region of diluted aqueous suspension with 
glass-to-glass separation, h = (4.0 ± 0.5) µm, was chosen. Using a well-established method [29] 
developed by Kepler et al. to experimentally obtain the interaction potential from the pair 
correlation function between spheres within a diluted suspension of colloids. Using digital video 
microscopy, the time average pair correlation function g(r) of the colloidal suspension was obtained. 
Then, Boltzmann relationship from theory of simple liquid was used to approximate the pair 
interaction potential, U(r) from the pair-correction function, g(r) [29].  
Precision programming technique developed by Crocker et al. [4] was used to identify the 
center of the spheres and the time evolution of the spheres was tracked frame by frame. The data for 
this study was compiled into the time-resolved trajectories,  
! 






where ρ(r,t) is the time evolution of the particle distribution, ri(t) is the i-th particle position in a 
field of N particles in time t. 
 
Trajectory of each sphere in the microscope area of view can be traced over time. From 
optical micrographs obtained, the positions of the particles at each instant were mapped out, and 
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For each snap shot, such as one shown in Fig 5.2(a), the pair-correlation function of the 
configuration was calculated. In order to obtain a statistical ensemble, time average pair 
correlation function g(r) over 10 000 frames was calculated, where over 5 x 106 interactions were 






















 The result, which appears in Fig 5.2(b), shows one typical time average pair correlation 
function measured experimentally.  
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Fig. 5.2(a) Optical micrograph of an assembly of 1.58µm silica microspheres dispersed in 
water. (b) Pair correlation function obtained from averaging over optical micrographs of 
microspheres at ambient condition. Particle interaction potential U(r) for the system with 
the line is fitted to the DLVO theory. Insert is a plot of is a best linear fit ln(U(r)) verses r. 
(d) Optical micrograph of a colloidal crystal self assembled by the silica microspheres in 
the same system.  
 
In the limit of infinite diluted sample, the pair correlation function g(r), can be related to 
the effective interaction potential U(r) through the Boltzmann relation. [29] 
! 
U r( ) = "kBT ln g(r)[ ]……………. (5.4) 
The bold line in Fig 5.2(c) shows the calculated potential U(r) from g(r) in Fig 5.2(b).  
In a thermally stable diluted solution, the main interaction potential U(r) is dominated by 
electrostatic interaction. This interaction between charged microspheres is mediated both by the 
charges on surface of the spheres and also by the distribution of ions and counter ions present in 
the solution [3]. The conventional concept to describe such sphere-sphere screened static electric 
interaction potential was introduced by Derjaguin, Landau [20], Verwey and Overbeek [21] 
(DLVO) who ascribed the static charges on the surface of the colloidal particles to be responsible 
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for the repulsions to keep them stable and separated. The interaction potential energy can be 

























 ………... (5.5),  
where r is the centre to centre separation between two spheres of radii a =0.79µm with an 
effective charge Z, in an electrolyte with Debye-Hückel screening length κ-1, and λB being the 
Bjerrum length, equal to 0.714nm in water at T=24oC. The DLVO theory provides an 
approximation to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation describing the non-linear coupling between 
electrostatic potential and the counter ions surrounding the spheres in a colloidal suspension.  
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From experiment, the pair correlation function g(r) can be derived. The system Debye-
Hückel screening length can be directly measured by modifying the above equation to the form 
below 



























lnlnln  ………(5.7) 
From Equation 5.7, a plot of ln[-rln[g(r)]] against r should produce a straight line, the 
gradient provided information of the Debye-Hückel screening length as shown in the inset in Fig. 
5.2(c). Using the gradient of the linear fit, the screening length calculated was approximately 
164nm. And from the y-intercept of the plot, the effective charges Z found on each sphere was 
approximately 1675. Using these values, the pair interaction potential curve was plotted back to 
Fig. 5.2(c) (bold black curve), which fitted reasonably well to the measured data points. Hence, 
DLVO theorem with this screening length and effective charge were used to determine 
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quantitatively the particle interaction potential energy of a sphere with its neighbours in the next 
section. 
 
5.4 CALCULATION OF COLLOIDAL CRYSTAL STRAIN ENERGY USING DLVO 
THEOREM AND DETAIL ANALYSIS OF THE MICROSTRUCTURES  
The easiest way to create a two-dimensional layer of colloid is to enclose the colloidal 
suspension between two smooth parallel walls that repel the colloidal particles, spaced apart by a 
distance of a few micrometers. i.e. equivalent to the diameters of a few particles[1]. In this work, 
the method used to create two-dimensional colloidal crystal was to create a small gradual wedge 
angle between the two smooth glass walls to produce a controlled gradual density change along 
the wedge at regions of high concentration of colloidal spheres. When the spacing between the 
two walls was narrowed enough for only one layer of spheres, a single monolayer of hexagonal 
two-dimensional colloidal crystalline layer was formed, as shown in Fig 5.2(d). Regions with 
dilute amount of colloidal spheres were used to determine the pair-wise interaction of the 
colloidal spheres as detail in the previous section. Regions with high concentration of colloidal 
spheres were used to study the properties of the ordered lattice structures. The ordered lattice 
structures were evident of the influence of each sphere interaction with the neighbouring spheres. 
For larger wall-to-wall separation, the spheres would form multi-layered crystal structure. In this 
chapter, we will only be focusing our studies on two-dimensional colloidal crystal.  
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Fig. 5.3 (a) Optical micrograph of a two dimensional colloidal crystals. (b) Identified 
centroids of the spheres in (a). (Inset) Schematic representation of how the strain energy 
is calculated in such a colloidal lattice. Circle represents position of a sphere. Triangle 
symbol is used to depict a position of a sphere with respect to its neighbours. Then the 
region in the hexagonal is divided into many small grid points. Among the grid points, 
cross marks the preferred position of the sphere in absence of any strain. 
 
Fig 5.3 (a) shows an optical micrograph of an ordered colloidal spheres configuration 
captured in this experiment. It shows a colloidal system comprised of an isolated domain 
embedded in a larger ordered colloidal configuration. Digital image analysis determined the 
centroid location of every individual spheres found in the field of view (as illustrated in Fig 
5.3(b)). And from the location of the individual spheres, I developed a technique to determine the 
strain energy of the configuration. The idea for the determination of the strain energy is as follow. 
Since we know the location of a sphere and its neighbours, we can easily determine the distance 
between the sphere and its nearest neighbours. Then using the DLVO theory (Eqn 5.5), we can 
compute the total interaction energy of the sphere with its neighbours. This energy is denoted as 
Wexpt(r) and it is computed for every sphere in the field of view. In order to achieve microscopic 
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view of the potential energy landscape of the system, we develop the following approach. The 
inset of Fig 5.3(b) provides the illustration of this approach. Without changing the locations of the 
neighbours, we divide the region caged in by the neighbours into very fine grid-points (0.01 µm 
size). Then assuming that the sphere is free to move around, we re-locate the sphere at every grid 
point and compute the corresponding total interaction potential energy of the sphere with its 








$ ……… (5.8) 
where U(r) is the sphere-sphere interaction potential given by the DLVO theory in Equation 5.5, 
in which case the fitted parameters of the screening length and effective charge for our system 
were used and r-ri represents the separation of the spheres with its ith neighbour. And at each point 
within the mesh, the value of Wi(r) is calculated, assuming the sphere is located at position r. 
Once the calculations were completed, we identified the location that give rise to the minimum 
value of W in the grid points. For example, in the inset of Fig 5.3(b), the triangle symbol marks 
the experimentally observed location of a sphere and the cross symbol marks the identified 
position, rmin, that yielded minimum interaction energy with the neighbours should the sphere be 
position at that location. Once the position that yields the minimum Wi(r) was identified, the 
difference in energy, δE between the neighbourhood local minima in Wmin(rmin) and experimental 
Wexpt(r), will give us the strain energy experienced by the sphere at that particular point. Such 
constructions were performed over every individual spheres within the field of view. Repeating 
the procedure for all the spheres in the field of view yields gave rise to a distribution of such 
strain energy in the system.  
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Fig. 5.4 (a) and (b) Optical micrographs of colloidal lattices. (c) and (d) Maps of 
the spheres position landscape. Circles highlights position where the free energy 
is larger than 0.18kBT 
 
Fig. 5.4(a) and Fig. 5.4(b) shows two different microscopic views of two colloidal 
lattices. Fig. 5.4(c) and Fig 5.4(d) show the corresponding positions of the spheres. In these two 
figures, spheres that experience strain energy δE larger than 0.18 kBT were highlighted in circles. 
The region with strain more than 0.18 kBT in the system shown in Fig. 5.4(a) is significantly more 
than that in Fig 5.4(b). This direct measurement of δE of a colloidal configuration is a useful 
method to quantify the stress colloidal system is under. And the distribution of the strain energy 











) ………………(5.9),  
where Eo represents the characteristic strained the colloidal system.  
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 the gradient of the linear fit to a ln(P(δE)) versus δE will gives directly the local strained 
within the colloidal crystal. Similar idea were introduced by M. Mungan et al. to 
illustrate the exponential distributed pinning strengths of superconductor vortex [24] 
Fig. 5.5(a) and (b) are plots of the δE distribution measured of the two-
dimensional colloidal crystal systems for Fig. 5.4(a) and Fig. 5.4(b) respectively. 
(c) and (d) are plots of ln(P(δE)) versus δE and the best linear fit to the data 
points for the corresponding results in (a) and (b) respectively.  
 
Fig. 5.5(a) illustrates one of the typical distributions of the system δE at a binsize of 
0.18kBT obtained from experiment. And Fig. 5.5(c) is the corresponding ln(P(δE)) verses δE plot 
with the black line as the best line fit for the distribution shown in Fig 5.5(a). And the measured 
strained in the system is approximately 0.46kBT. This characteristic strain energy corresponds to a 
case shown in Fig. 5.4 (a). While for Fig 5.4 (b), the strain energy distribution plot is shown in 
Fig. 5.5(b). And the calculated strain in the system is approximately 0.35 kBT from the plot in Fig 
5.5(d). As expected, the strain in a colloidal lattice with fewer defects should have lower overall 
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system strain energy. And using this technique, quantitative values for the energy changed can be 
obtained.  
 
5.5 MEDIATING COLLOIDAL CRYSTAL STRAIN ENERGY USING ROTATING 
OPTICAL TWEEZERS 
Due to heterogeneous nucleation and presence of impurities, naturally self-assembled 
colloidal crystals are usually marred by defects. Defects create strain to the system. Using our 
technique discussed in the earlier section, such strain can be quantitatively measured. And in 
the following sections, a rotating optical tweezers was used to study how this strain can be 
mediated and even reduced.  
The colloidal system measured here is similar to the system described in the earlier 
section for colloidal crystal strain energy study. In this session, instead of being a passive 
observer, an optical tweezers was introduced to the system to interfere with the system 
thermodynamics equilibrium. This approach was similar to earlier reports by other researchers. 
For example, Ling et al. [25, 26] introduced a single optical tweezers to a two dimensional 
colloidal crystal to manipulate individual particles and study the point defects created. While 
Korda et al. [19] introduced a scanned optical tweezers to anneal colloidal crystal to achieve large 
defects free region. 
 




Fig. 5.6(a) Optical Micrograph of a colloidal crystal region before introduction of 
optical tweezers (b) Same region of the colloidal crystal during the introduction 
of a rotating optical tweezers and (c) Same region of the colloidal crystal after the 
introduction of the optical tweezers (d) Time evolution of the characteristic strain 
energy during and after the introduction of the optical tweezers. Inset is the 
ln(E(strain)) versus time plot of the relaxation process, with the bold black line as 
the best linear fit. 
 
Naturally, a system will lower its energy to achieve stability when it is at thermal 
equilibrium. Therefore, the energy barriers to collectively rearrange the colloids in a colloidal 
lattice are large, and the associate relaxation rate is slow. In this work, we have introduced an 
optical tweezers that was rotating at a frequency of 140Hz to drive a particle into a rotation 
motion. For this experiment, a region of two-dimensional colloidal crystal was chosen from the 
same sample cell, where the interaction potential has been measured, as shown in the optical 
micrograph (Fig. 5.6(a)). A 1.6W-532nm laser was used to generate the rotating optical tweezers 
with a clockwise sense of rotation. Then the optical tweezers was introduced to the colloidal 
crystal to effectively create many defects and disorders in the system, as illustrated by Fig 5.6(b). 
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The optical tweezers imparted both optical induced force and torque to the colloidal particles. At 
such high irradiances, it provided the necessary energy to pull the spheres out of the lattice point 
thereby annealing the two-dimensional colloidal crystal locally. Videos capturing the interaction 
between optical tweezers and colloidal crystals can be found in the supplementary webpage [31]. 
 
When the laser was blocked off, the system was given a chance to realign itself. After 
some time, the colloidal lattice returned back to the original configuration, as shown in Fig 5.6(c). 
And given sufficient time, the crystal will realign back to a stable lattice structure with the 
spheres residing back into the local potential minima for structural stability. Using video 
microscopy, this whole annealing and healing process of the two dimensional colloidal crystal 
was recorded, and was used for analysis of the strain energy of the system frame by frame. 
 
Fig 5.6(d) shows how the characteristic strain energy changed over a period of one 
minute. The time where the rotating optical tweezers entered and left the system were indicated in 
the plot. The crystal characteristic strain energy increased with the onset of rotating optical 
tweezers. From approximate 0.67kBT, the strain energy rose to a value of approximately 0.75kBT 
when the optical tweezers was introduced to the system. When the optical tweezers was removed 
from the system, at around 30.4s, the system relaxed and recovered to a state with similar energy 
to the original state. This was a direct evident that a rotating optical tweezers was capable of 
providing the torque to cause local distortion. Thus, there was an increased in the system strain 
energy. From the gradient of the best linear fit of the ln(δE(strain)) verses time plot,  the 
characteristic relaxation time for the system to relax back to the original energy was calculated to 
be approximately 9.2s. The future extension of this work is to employ our technique to pre-
melting of defects within bulk colloidal crystals.  This technique can provide direct measurement 
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of interfacial strain energy in three-dimensional colloidal or even atomic-crystal [28], which can 




5.6 COLLOIDAL CRYSTAL REMEDIATION WITH ROTATING OPTICAL 
TWEEZERS 
In this section, the rotating optical tweezers was employed to reduce the number of 
dislocation, as well as reducing the strain energy, of a colloidal system. In two-dimensional 
triangular lattice, dislocation is composed of five-fold disclination and seven-fold disclination [1]. 
If we count the number of five-fold and seven-fold disclination in a colloidal lattice, we can 
approximate the number of point defects within the microscopic field of view. In this work, we 
found that a rotating optical tweezers could be employed to induce local annealing of defects in a 
colloidal system and give rise to annealed colloidal crystal with large defects domains. Using 
about 800mW of laser power, the rotating optical trap was introduced to the system. Snap shots of 
the colloidal crystal, during the process, has been captured by video microscopy. Before the 
scanning the optical tweezers was introduced onto the colloidal lattices, optical micrograph was 
first captured (Fig. 5.4(a)), and position of each sphere was identified to construct the 
corresponding Voronoi diagram shown in Fig 5.7(a). With a Voronoi construction, defects and 
different domain can be easily identified. For example, in Fig 5.7 the shaded region clearly 
highlighted a region with a different grain orientation compare to the surrounding domain. Using 
video microscopy, dynamics of the domain evolution with respect to time could be tracked. And 
the Voronoi diagram for each frame could be reconstructed from the optical micrograph to 
provide us better pictures of the defects in the system. In Fig 5.7(a), an embedded domain island 
(shown in Fig 5.4(a)) was clearly identified as a red shaded region. Then, the rotating optical 
tweezers was scanned along the grain boundary on the right of the grain. From Fig 5.7(a) to Fig 
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5.7(g), grain size of the domain was observed to decrease over time with continual influence of 
the rotating optical tweezers. 
 
 
Fig. 5.7 Voronoi construction on a colloidal lattice that was disturbed by 
a rotating optical tweezers. A domain island surrounded by grain 
boundary is highlighted. The evolution of the grain as the tweezers was 
swept downwards is shown from (a) to (g). Each images is separated 
by1s between them. 
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Further analysis of the whole process, we noticed that there was a decrease in total 
number of point defects during the scanning of the optical tweezers over the grain as shown in 
Fig 5.8(a). Fig 5.8(a) shows the number of point defects counted over time, as an optical tweezers 
was scanned over a region of the colloidal domain shown in Fig 5.8(b). Originally, total number 
of defects was approximately 5% of the total number of points. After the optical tweezers was 
scanned over the grey region, number of dislocation count dropped to approximate 2% of the total 
number of points. In addition, the strain energy of the system was also found to decrease from 
0.45kBT to 0.35kBT as shown in Fig 5.8(c). Hence, the final system was found to be more stable 
compare to the initial system because the over all system energy was decreased due to the 
decrease in the number of defects. And from the Voronoi construction of a snap shot of the 
remediated colloidal crystal shown in Fig 5.8(d), the grain was completely removed from the 
colloidal crystal. Thus, this directly demonstrated that a reduction in defects would lead to the 
decrease in overall strain energy of the micro-region observed. A video capturing the interaction 
between optical tweezers and grain boundaries can be found in the supplementary webpage [31]. 
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Fig. 5.8 (a) Plot of total number of fivefold and sevenfold disclinations in a 
system against time as an optical vortex scanned across a two dimensional 
colloidal crystal. (c) Plot of strain energy of the system against time. (b) and (d) 
are Voronoi Constructions of the  colloidal lattice region before and after the 




In summary, I have examined the metastable configuration of an aqueous suspension of 
two-dimensional colloidal crystal system. Firstly, I have made used of pair-correlation function, 
g(r), in a diluted two-dimensional colloidal particle system to relate the statistical properties of 
pair interacting particles to the interaction potential. Then, using the well-known DLVO theory of 
screened Coulombic interaction, the Debye-Hückel screening length was determined to be 
approximately 164nm, and the effective charge Z was approximately 1675. Thirdly, I developed a 
new approach to evaluate the distortion in a colloidal configuration. Using DLVO theory, I 
computed the total interaction energy of a sphere with its neighbours. This approach used the 
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position of the nearest neighbours with respect to a chosen sphere to calculate the minimum 
interaction energy position. Once the position that yields the minimum interaction energy was 
identified, the difference in energy, δE between the neighbourhood local minima interacting 
energy and experimental interaction energy, gave me the strain energy experienced by that 
particular sphere. Such constructions are performed over every individual spheres within the field 
of view. Repeating the procedure for all the spheres in the field of view yields a distribution of 
such strain energy in the system. Such analysis has provided me with the information required to 
quantify the strain energy of colloidal lattice.  
Using this analytical tool developed and optical tweezing technique, I investigated how 
strain energy of a colloidal lattice changed with the introduction of defects to the system. Making 
use of the scanning mirror technique introduced in chapter 4 to create a rotating optical tweezers, 
a local distortion within a colloidal lattice was generated to investigation how the strain energy 
changed. And I realised this technique can detect a change of about 0.15KBT difference in the 
strain energy when a rotating optical tweezers was introduced to the system. Furthermore, when I 
block off the optical tweezers, I had also observed that the colloidal lattice recovered to the 
original starting configuration within 9.2s. Finally, I have scanned a rotating optical trap across a 
colloidal domain boundary and observed that grain boundary can be mediated with this technique. 
Thus, such technique has been demonstrated to eradicate a domain island embedded in a colloidal 
crystal. I have also demonstrated quantitatively how the energy in a two-dimensional system was 
reduced using this technique. This analytical tool developed in chapter 5 will be a useful 
technique for future investigation of defects in colloidal crystals and system strain analysis in soft 
condense matter physics.  
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C h a p t e r  6  
FOCUSED LASER WRITING 
6.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, I will be looking at how to use an optical tweezers setup as a tool for micro-
lithography to fabricate micron/submicron structures. Different from previous chapters, focused 
laser is not used as optical tweezers to trap and manipulate particles; instead, it is used as an 
optical cutting tool.  This variation of focused laser writing technique is a useful tool, which 
complement an optical tweezers for microscopic systems. 
In general, optical tweezers exploits coherent laser focused to a confined micrometer/sub-
micrometer spot to generate large optical gradient force for manipulation. Such focused laser 
beam also focused large amount of laser energy over a very small area, resulting in high energy 
density within the irradiated region. Focused laser writing has been applied as optical scalpels or 
cutters, as far back as 1987 by Ashkin, for surgery on living cells and tissues [1,2]. Due to the 
high energy required to break the bonds in some materials, most of the time, high power lasers 
(>3W) are required to ablate them. Examples of such materials that is trimmed by focused laser 
include, steel and ceramics [3], insulating materials [4], and nanostructures [5]. The main 
difference between our technique and the reported techniques is the laser I used. For most of the 
experiments, medium power (20mW ~ 200mW), continuous wave, visible wavelength, diode or 
gas laser is used. And there is no requirement for any modification to a standard optical tweezers 
system design as shown in Fig. 6.1. All that is needed is to replace the sample from colloidal 
materials for optical manipulation to materials for optical modify. Under the microscope, the 
sample is irradiated with the same focused laser used for optical trapping and manipulation. The 
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difference now is, the sample must be able to absorb the incident light for focused laser writing to 
work.  
In this chapter, I will look at how focused laser affect nano-materials and polymer. And I 
will also explore some possible applications of this technique, like construction of diffractive 
optical elements and micro-fluidic channels. 
 
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The experimental setup is similar to a single spot optical tweezers (discussed in Chapter 1) 
with the sample movement controlled by a computer-controlled stage attached to the microscope 
as illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The relative motion of the stage with respect to the focused and 
stationary laser focal point determined the features to be created. During the laser cutting process, 
a CCD camera was used to observe and record the process. After laser patterning, morphological 
studies of the samples was conducted with either a Dimension TM3000 Atomic Force 
Microscope (AFM) or by a field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM, JEOL JSM- 
6400F) or by a high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM, JEOL JEM-2010F). 
 
Fig. 6.1 Schematic of the optical microscope-focused laser beam setup. 
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For large array of aligned and uniform multi-walled carbon nanotubes used in this work, 
they were grown on silicon substrates with iron as catalysts. The catalysts were deposited using a 
RF magnetron sputtering system (Discovery-18 deposition System) operated at 13.5 MHz. In the 
sputtering process, surface atoms of the iron target were removed by ionized argon atoms and 
deposited on the silicon substrate as a thin film. The iron-coated substrate was then transferred to 
the plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) unit for the synthesizing of carbon 
nanotubes. Under a reactant gas flow (C2H2/H2 or C2H2/NH3) at around 750 oC, 1200 mTorr and a 
DC plasma of 100 W, [6, 7] the iron thin film melts and nucleated to forms iron nano-particles. 
These iron nano-particles were deposition sites for the nanotubes to grow. And the final results 
will be a large aligned array of carbon nanotubes synthesized on the silicon substrate, as shown in 
Fig 6.2.  
As for the metal oxide nanostructures (e.g. CuO, α-Fe2O3, ZnO, WO3-x), they were prepared 
(in an ambient atmosphere) by heating their respective metal foil [8, 9, 10]. Typically, the 
substrates were pure metal foil (99.99% purity, Sigma-Aldrich Pte Ltd) with thickness of 0.5 mm 
and dimensions of about (1 x 1) cm2. Before growth, the metal plates were polished with 
sandpaper (320 grits), rinsed with deionized water and dried with lens paper. The metal plates 
were then heated on a hotplate in ambient conditions. The growth temperature was about 300–
540 oC and the growth time varies from few hours to few days. After cooling, a layer of metal 
oxide forms on the substrate. Different conditions utilized will affect the dimensions and density 
of the metal oxide nano-materials synthesized [30, 31, 32, 33, 34].  
 
The features trimmed out by focused laser can be controlled by the type of objective lenses 
used, the laser power irradiated on the sample, and the photon absorbance of the material for the 
given laser wavelength. Features can be in the sub-micrometer range when the appropriate 
conditions were utilized.  
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6.3 FOCUSED LASER WRITING ON NANOSTRUCTURES 
In this section, I will be investigating the effect of focused laser on carbon nanotubes and 
metal oxide nanostructures. 
 
Fig. 6.2 (a) Side view of Electron Micrograph of carbon nanotubes array that is 
trimmed by focused laser (λ=632nm) under a 50X objective lens at different 
focal point in the z-axis. (b) Electron micrograph of a “NUS” pattern created by 
laser writing on carbon nanotubes array. (c) Electron micrograph of 10 µm 
x10µm square micro-pillars created by focused laser writing. (d) Electron 
micrographs of periodic carbon nanotubes (view at 25o) micro-walls array 
created by focused laser writing. (Scale bar= 10 µm) 
 
When a laser beam was focused on a sample of nano-material thin film, the irradiated 
regions were trimmed away. Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3 show electron micrographs of samples 
comprising of an array of carbon nanotubes and CuO nanowires respectively. Fig. 6.2(a) shows a 
side view electron micrograph of carbon nanotubes array sample, showing both as grown and 
laser-trimmed regions. When a focused laser beam was irradiated onto the sample, the laser 
removed the nanotubes array promptly leaving behind no residue. The side view of the nanotubes 
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array, in Fig 6.2(a), showed that the cut by the focused laser using a 50x objective lens (N.A. = 
0.5) was very clean. 
The essence of this technique was to create an effective heat zone by using a focused laser 
beam to induce a localized state transition (sublimation) or photochemical modification [11]. 
Since, the laser output has a diameter of about wo=1mm, entering a 50x objective lens with a 
measured focal length, f=1 mm, and the distance travelled from the laser exit to the entrance of 
the objective lens is approximate d= 1 m, the beam diameter incident onto the sample can be 
estimated to be (4fwo)/(3d)=1.3 µm [12]. Hence, with 30mW of power focused to a small region 
of 7.1x10-12 m2, it effectively creates a high energy density region per unit time of 4.2x109Wm-2 to 
cause a physical modification in the irradiated sample. When the absorbed energy was sufficient 
enough to break the chemical bonds holding the atoms together, melting or vaporization of the 
sample will occur. And the resultant effects are as shown in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3.  
For nano-materials, the effective energy required to cause physical phase transition will be 
lower than energy needed to cause similar changes in the bulk material. This is because of the 
larger surface to volume ratio of a nanomaterial compared to the bulk value increased the surface 
area for photochemical interaction to occur. And this significance of surface energy dominates in 
low-dimension system makes it suitable to use lower laser energy for laser pruning compare to 
other materials. Hence, a small laser power, approximately 1x10-2 W laser power is sufficient for 
this technique to effectively modify nanostructures samples.  
When the incident laser power was increased, the effectively energy irradiated per unit area 
onto the surface was increased. And the resultant region that was modified by the laser increased 
proportionally. Besides changing laser power, varying the laser exposure duration over the 
sample, would have similar effect. Therefore, by controlling the power and duration of the laser 
power irradiated on the sample, one could control the size and depth of the features created by the 
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focused laser. Fabrication of structures features with a resolution of around 600nm with optimal 
speed and laser power was thereby feasible. 
 
 For accurate control of the movement of the sample, it was mounted on a MICO D4CL-
5OF computer-controlled stage that has a sub-micrometer resolution. Using simple visual basic 
programming language, the stage could be programmed to create intriguing features on our 
samples. Like in Fig. 6.2(b), three micrometer size letters “NUS” were written onto a carpet of 
carbon nanotubes array. Large area of periodic (10x10) µm2 pillars of carbon nanotubes array 
(Fig. 6.2(c)) and 1mm x 10 µm parallel walls of nanotubes arrays (Fig. 6.2(d)) were also 
fabricated using this technique. The advantage of focused laser writing is its rapid and dexterity 
for fabricating prototypes structures with different width and height. According to reports, such 
periodically spaced nanotubes are suitable features for studying the field emission properties of 
carbon nanotubes and their possible applications into flat panel displays [13, 14].  
When a focused 632.8 nm CW laser beam was irradiated onto a sample film comprising an 
aligned array of CuO nanorods, it readily trimmed away the top layer of the film and left behind a 
fraction of the total length of the nanorod. Fig. 6.3(a) shows a SEM image of a sample comprising 
of both as grown and laser-trimmed regions. After laser trimming, the surface morphology of the 
film was also populated with rounded microballs attached to the tip of one or more nanorods as 
observed in the electron micrograph in Fig. 6.3(b).  
Detail analysis with HRTEM images of the tip with a microball, in Fig. 6.3(c), showed that 
the core has crystal lattice spacing of 0.26 nm, which corresponded to the lattice distance of the 
CuO monoclinic 
! 
111( ) crystal plane [16]. In addition, the surface of the nanorod was coated with 
an amorphous layer forming the surface of the microball. 
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Fig. 6.3 (a) Electron micrograph side view of CuO nanowires array on trimmed 
at different laser power. (Scale bar= 20µm) (b) Electron micrograph top view of 
the CuO nanowires pruned under focused laser writing. Microballs were seen on 
the top ends of the trimmed nanowires (Scale bar= 2µm) (c) Transmission 
Electron Micrograph of the microball and the CuO nanowire interface ((Scale 
bar= 2nm) (d) Electron micrograph of using focused laser to micro solder two 
CuO nanowires together. (Scale bar= 1µm)    
 
These observations suggested that the nanorod melted during and re-solidified after focused 
laser irradiation. Absorption of the laser beam by the CuO nanorods created local heating to melt 
the upper segment of the CuO nanorods. It was observed that only a small laser power (<10mW) 
was required to facilitate effective laser pruning of the CuO nanorods. Besides the concentration 
of the laser energy from the converging laser beam, effective absorption of the laser beam by the 
nanorods and poor thermal conductivity of the nanorods could be the factors contributing to the 
effectiveness of the laser pruning. Surface tension of the molten materials resulted in spherical 
microballs formation that was subsequently cooled and solidified. Due to rapid cooling after the 
focused laser irradiated, the surface of the re-solidified microball was generally amorphous in 
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nature [30].  
 
From the above result, a potential application of focused laser writing on nanorod could be a 
micro-wielding tool to solder nanorods together. In Fig. 6.3(d), two selected nanorods under the 
microscope were wielded together by focused laser writing. This technique provided a critical 
tool in the mesoscopic world to join nanomaterials together for fabrications of nano-electronic 
devices in the future.  
 
6.4 DIRECT FOCUSED LASER WRITING ON POLYMER 
 Beside nanostructures, directed focused laser was directed onto polymer to produced 
interesting microstructures. However, most polymers have low absorption coefficient of visible 
light at room temperature, hence it is difficult to use weak power laser (<1W) in the visible 
wavelength to cut any polymer. One example of such polymer is the photoresist SU-8 
(Microchem), which is a standard photoresist used in photolithography for the fabrication of high 
aspect ratio microstructures [17, 18]. Cross-linked SU-8 structures have been known for their 
chemical and thermal stability. Once SU-8 is completely crossed-linked, it is difficult to be 
further modified or removed without damaging or altering the high aspect ratio structures created. 
Chemical etching with oxidizing agent like H2SO4 and H2O2 [19] and plasma etching with O2 
plasma [20] are the commonly reported treatment for direct removal of cross-linked SU-8. 
However, such techniques have the disadvantage of oxidizing the supporting substrate and slow 
etching rate. Hence, to create microstructures on SU-8, standard photolithography, direct laser 
writing [21], high-energy proton beam writing [22, 23] or direct e-beam lithography [24, 25] are 
usually carried out to create patterning before full polymerization of the sample is completed. 
High power excimer or pulsed lasers are the usual choice to laser ablate standard SU-8 polymer 
after it is fully polymerized [26]. In this work, the focused laser writing technique was applied 
onto SU-8 film to create complex microstructures of cross-linked SU-8 film by localized heating 
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using a highly focused low power laser (λ=632.8nm or 532nm) beam.  
In this section, I present a technique to create microstructures on SU-8 film by thermal 
treatment of the SU-8 photoresist followed by irradiation with tightly focused low power laser. 
After curing the SU-8 polymer using a standard UV emission lamp, it was almost transparent to 
visible light. Thus, a low power focused laser beam was found to have minimum effect on such a 
material due to the limited light absorption of the material. However, when the cured SU-8 was 
placed on a thermal hot plate for post-baking, an increased absorption in the visible wavelength 
was observed. The resultant photoresist could then be directly patterned with a focused laser 
under an optical microscope. With this method two-dimensional and three-dimensional structures 
on SU-8 photoresist films could be created.  
In sample preparation, a layer of SU-8 photoresist from MicroChem was spin-coated onto 
a cleaned glass substrate and cured under a standard UV emission lamp. Following that, the 
sample was heated in ambient with a thermal hotplate. The temperature of the post baking process 
was varied from 25 oC to 400oC. The focused laser beam setup used in this work was the same as 
the one used in the previous section, illustrated by Fig 6.1. The lasers that used were either a 
SUWTECH diode laser (Power: 80mW, λ: 532nm) or a Coherent He-Ne laser (Power: 30mW, λ: 
632.8nm). The laser beam was directed towards the objective lens of the microscope via a beam 
splitter. The objective lens focused the laser beam tightly onto the SU-8 film. And the focused 
beam removed the materials readily. The sample was mounted on a computer controlled x-y 
motorized stage such that during the process of laser patterning, the cured and baked SU-8 films 
was moved relative to the focused laser beam. With this method, I can effectively create two-
dimensional patterns with SU-8 photoresist. This ability to modify SU-8 with standard laser at 
ambient condition makes this technique accessible and useful to many fields of research [35], like 
template-assisted assembly of colloidal crystals and template sorting of two different sizes of 
microspheres [36]. 
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Fig. 6.4 (a) Absorbance spectra of the SU-8 photoresist after different post-
baking temperatures. (b) An atomic force micrograph of the SU-8 surface 
(60x60) µm2 modified by focused laser writing to create an array of holes. (c) 
Plot of SU-8 channel width cut by laser verses different laser power for two 
different types of objective lens used. (b) An atomic force micrograph of the SU-
8 surface (60x60) µm2 modified by focused laser writing to create an array of 
pillars. 
 
An Acton SpectraPro 2150i spectrometer was employed to study the absorbance of the 
cured and baked SU-8 photoresist at different temperature. Fig. 6.4(a) shows the absorbance 
spectra of the SU-8 photoresist after different post-baking temperatures. There was a dominating 
absorption in the wavelength 460-590nm for sample post baked at 250oC compared to sample 
without any post-baking. At lower post-baking temperature, around 25-100oC, it was difficult to 
laser cut the sample with either the 532nm-laser or 632.8nm-laser (<100mW) because the 
absorption at these wavelengths were not large enough to cause phase transitions of the polymer 
at the low incident laser power. After post-baking the sample around 250oC, focused laser with 
532nm was able to readily cut it while a similar power 632.8nm laser has little effect on it. For a 
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sample that is post-baked with a temperature of around 280oC, focused laser with both 632.8nm 
and 532nm were able to readily modify the sample with almost similar power of about 30mW. It 
was observed that if the sample was only heated for a short period, the polymerization was 
incomplete. Bursting white flashes were observed during laser patterning. These flashes could be 
caused by photochemical reaction between the photo-acid generator that remained in the sample 
and the incident laser. On the other hand, the photoresist became distorted after temperature 
greater than temperature of 350oC was used. Temperature for post heating between 250oC to 
300oC was ideal for laser cutting. Fig. 6.4(b) shows an Atomic force micrograph of a periodic 
array of holes created on SU-8 thin film using this technique. 
 
6.5 APPLICATIONS 
Due to the chemical, thermal and mechanical stability of SU-8 films, it has many useful 
applications. For example, it has been an industrial standard photoresist in the integrated circuit 
and microfluidic structures fabrication process [27]. Hence, after the fabrication of patterned SU-
8 photoresist film, it is worthwhile to explore potential applications of the patterned structures. In 
the following sections, I present some of the interesting applications derived from the 
microstructures/patterned created with laser cutting.  
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Fig. 6.5(a) and (b) Optical micrographs of periodic patterns created by focused 
laser writing on SU-8 photoresist. Inserts shows the diffracted patterned after a 
single spot laser passed through each respective optical element. (c) Schematic of 
using focused laser writing to fabricate more complex microstructures. (d) 
Atomic force micrograph of a focused laser generated “multiple pyramids” SU-8 
array.  
 
Diffractive optical element (DOE), as discussed in chapter 2, uses diffraction of light 
caused by the periodic variation of the refractive index to create a phase difference in the incident 
coherent illumination beam to alter the laser beam intensity distribution [28]. Fig. 6.5 (a) and Fig. 
6.5(b) show optical micrographs of two different sets of SU-8 microstructure in periodic array 
arrangement created by laser patterning and the insets show the respective diffraction patterned 
formed when a He-Ne laser was shone through them. Such DOE patterns created can be utilized 
as effective optical lenses for multiple spots optical traps as shown in chapter 2. 
 
A small variation of this focused laser cutting was to create sloped microstructures. With 
a simple tweaking of the original experimental setup, I can intentionally misaligned the incident 
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direction of the laser beam and created oblique laser profile. The top image of Figure 6.5(c) 
shows an aligned laser beam path into the objective lens normal to the surface of the substrate. 
The bottom image of Figure 6.5(c) shows a misaligned laser beam profile. With the incident laser 
beam at an oblique angle, I was able to create structures with oblique edges. Figure 6.5(d) 
illustrates an array of pointed pyramids that was generated by cutting the structures with the 
incident laser tilted to different angle. Such structures can be utilized as template for template-
assisted-assembly or as mold for micro-stamps to create periodic holes in another substrate. 
 
 
Fig. 6.6 (a) Electron micrographs of laser trimming of SU-8 film through a 
transparent glass substrate (scale bar =1 µm). (b) A network of undercutting of 
SU8 to form a network of micro-channels (scale bar=10µm). (c) Electron 
micrograph of SU-8 ‘m’-shaped three-dimensional microstructure (scale 
bar=10µm) (d) Electron micrograph of another multiple stepped array of SU-8 
‘U’-shaped microstructure (scale bar =10 µm). 
 
Another attractive attribute of this technique is the feasibility of creating trim structures 
over a transparent substrate. If the supporting substrate (glass) for the photoresist film used in this 
work is transparent to the incident laser beam, it is possible to carry out laser patterning at the 
glass-photoresist interface by inverting the sample for laser patterning as shown in inset in Fig. 
6.1. In this way, buried channels in the SU-8 films were created. In this experiment, a 532nm 
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laser at 20 mW was used to create such buried channels on a thin film SU-8 with a thickness of 
about 5µm coated on glass substrate and heated to 280oC. During the laser cutting process, the 
substrate was positioned with the transparent substrate facing closer towards the lens and the SU-
8 film away from the lens as shown in Fig. 6.1(a). When the sample moved relative to the focused 
laser, a micro-channel was formed at the interface as shown in Fig. 6.6(a). This electron 
micrograph was taken at tilted view of 10o on a region revealing section of SU-8 film where laser 
was focused through a glass substrate and created a micro-channel at interface region. Fig. 6.6(b) 
shows a network of channels in the SU-8 film (with dotted lines showing where the channels), 
tunnelled out by focused laser writing. 
Beside just two-dimensional structures, this technique was able to create three-
dimensional structures. Since the laser-modified depth of the SU-8 film depends on the power of 
the laser, we could create three-dimensional microstructures using this technique. Figure 6.6(c) 
shows electron micrograph of SU-8 thin film that was cut at different power of incident laser on 
the sample. A ‘m’-shaped SU-8 structure was constructed with this technique. Alternatively, 
cutting the same pattern and region twice resulted in deeper channels. Another three-dimensional 
SU-8 structure created by this method is shown in Fig. 6.6(d). The electron micrograph shows a 
periodic array of vertical standing ‘U’-shaped SU-8 structures that was created by focused laser 
writing.  
Utilizing the advantage of cleanly removed polymerized SU-8 at selective location under 
an optical microscope, nano or submicron rods could be used to create nano or sub-micron 
bridges. Fig. 6.7(a) illustrating schematically the processes of (i) spreading nanorod onto SU-8 
thin film, followed by (ii) placing it under an optical microscope, where optical images of the 
nanowires or rods were located. Then, selective SU-8 regions were removed under the nanowires 
to form nano-bridge across two SU-8 platforms. The resultant effect is shown in Fig. 6.7(b), 
which is a 40 degree inclined electron micrograph view of a SU-8 thin film, where a ZnO rod was 
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shown bridging across an SU-8 trench that was selectively trimmed away by focused laser 
writing. The inset in Fig 6.7(b) shows the top view of the same ZnO bridging across micro-
channel. Compare this method to random dispersion of nanorods over standard template, this 
technique provides controllability and selectivity of which part of the material is to be extended in 
mid-air. However, this technique will not be effective with material that interacts with the 
incident laser. Highly focused laser was demonstrated earlier in this chapter to be destructive to 
numerous nanomaterials, like carbon nanotubes [29] and copper oxide nanowires [30]. Thus, 
suitable selection of laser to use for selective exposure over the types of nanowires is crucial for 
this technique to be efficient.  
 
 
Figure 6.7 (a)(i) Schematic of randomly dispersed nano or submicron rods or 
wires on SU-8 thin film with glass as supporting substrate (ii) Using laser 
writing technique to create the ZnO rod bridging across two SU=8 platform (b) 
Electron micrograph of ZnO rod bridging across two SU-8 platform viewed at a 
tilted angle of 40 degrees. The inset is a top view of the same ZnO (c) (i) 
Schematic of using laser writing on SU-8 to construct micro-channels for 
deposited nanowire. (ii) Couple with magnetic field a droplet of nickel 
nanowires can be forced to bridge across the channel creates. (d) Electron 
micrograph of one chain of nickel nanowires deposited across two channels 
created by focused laser writing (scale bar =1µm) 
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Nevertheless, we can still create the micro-channels with focused laser writing as shown 
in the schematic diagram in Fig. 6.7(c)(i). Using magnetic field of 2567.5 Gauss directed across 
the micro-channels (as shown by the white arrow in Fig. 6.7(d)), a drop of water saturated with 
nickel nanowires was deposited on the SU-8 template shown in Fig. 6.7(c)(ii). When the droplet 
of nanowires composite was dried, nanowires were found deposited and aligned across the micro-
channels according to the magnetic field direction. The result of such an experiment is shown in 
the electron micrograph Fig. 6.7(d), where a row of nickel wires formed one chain to bridge 
across two micro-channels.  
    
6.6 SUMMARY 
 In this chapter, I have introduced focused laser beam as a tool to fabricate 
microstructures. Using a strongly focused laser beam as a simple technique to remove 
nanostructures arrays or polymers thin film. I have successfully demonstrated using this 
technique to create 2 and 3 dimensional microstructures on array of nanomaterials or on thin 
films of polymers. Using the correct parameters (e.g. laser power, speed of stage, type of material 
and laser, etc), fine control over the features formed can be achieved. Currently, the smallest 
structure fabricated with this technique is about 600nm in width.  
 In addition, I have also used this method as a wielding tool to join two independent 
nanowires together. Using suitable laser power, I have successfully demonstrated a CuO 
nanowire melted onto another nanowire to form interesting CuO network.  
For polymer like SU-8, additional steps of thermal anneal at alleviated temperature must 
be carried out before laser cutting is possible with an optical tweezers setup. Thermal annealing a 
cross-linked SU-8 has red shifted the photo-polymer absorption from UV towards the visible 
wavelength. Different variations of focused laser cuttings, like tilted laser cutting and 
undercutting through transparent substrate, were also introduced in this chapter. This technique is 
able to create more interesting micro-features with SU-8, which standard lithography technical 
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cannot provide. Moreover, I have also demonstrated some potentially useful applications using 
this economical technique on SU-8, like fabrication of designed optical device (e.g. diffractive 
optical elements) and micro-fluidic devices.  
All in all, in this chapter, I have widened the scopes of applications of a simple optical 
tweezers setup, from just a simple optical manipulator to an optical fabrication tool.  
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C h a p t e r  7  
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The revolutionary advancement in multiple fields of science and technology, bring fore 
the needs for more complex and dexterous tools. Hence, standard instrumental tools like optical 
tweezers must continue to evolve to support this on going revolution. In this thesis, my aim is to 
explore different variations of optical tweezers and their abilities to resolve scientific and 
technological challenges. The main focused of the thesis was on developing different variations 
of optical tweezers. In addition, for each variation, I had also investigated their possible 
applications to different challenges in different field of research from simple particle 
manipulation of colloidal and biological samples to complex dynamic optical sorting.  
The chapters were organised to highlight each variation of optical tweezers. I 
progressively increased the complexity of the technique starting from a standard single spot 
optical trapping to multiple spots optical trapping. Then I introduced line optical trapping and 
finally moved towards dynamical optical trapping. Using a rotating optical tweezers, defects were 
intentionally induced to create strain to study how energy in the system changes. This potentially 
introduced a new area to use optical tweezers in the field of condensed matter physics. In 
additional to just using focused laser to manipulate particles, I had also explored the options of 
using optical tweezers setup as a focused laser writing tool to fabricate micro-devices on micro 
and nanostructures, and optical elements from polymer thin film.  
Chapter 1 provided basic background knowledge and literature review of optical 
trapping. And in chapter 2, I introduced two methods to construct multiple-beams optical 
tweezers system. Firstly, I showed the use of multiple sets of beam splitters and mirrors to split a 
single beam spots to multiple-beam spots for multiple spots optical trapping. This technique 
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produced multiple beam spots with high degree of freedom for each independent optical trap. 
However, the laser power reduced more than half for each beam-splitters introduced to the 
system. This limits the application of such optical scheme for large arrays of optical traps. 
Therefore, other techniques to achieve multiple spots optical trapping were explored. In the 
second method, I demonstrated the application of proton-beam micro-machined array of 
microlenses as diffractive optical elements for the simultaneous optical trapping of multiple 
microbeads. In particularly, I explored using these microlenses for two different applications in 
optical tweezers. The first application illustrated the function of the lens array as a diffractive 
optical element in generating multiple laser spots for optical tweezing. Capturing an array of 
particles with a unique configuration is useful for the micro-assembly of colloidal particles. The 
ability in both trapping and rotation of tiny objects was also demonstrated in this work and this 
method could be useful in pulling and twisting polymer-like objects such as DNA and nano-
fibers. The second application demonstrated the feasibility of integrating the microlenses array 
into a device to provide localized optical trapping. This suggests a potentially useful development 
in facilitating a few additional functions on a “lab-on-a-chip’ microfluidic device. It can be used 
to hold microspheres or biological cells in pre-determined locations for testing and analysis. In 
addition, if the particles are moving, the array of spots can act as slits to direct the particles 
towards a desired direction. For future work, it is worthwhile to incorporate the laser source into 
the device and also to improve the efficiency of the optical trapping. 
In chapter 3, I demonstrated the feasibility of using a line optical tweezers with 
asymmetrical intensity profile to create a transverse optical gradient force along the line tweezers 
for the purposes of transportation, manipulation and sorting of nanoscopic (nanowires), 
microscopic objects (colloidal beads) and biological samples (Yeast cells). And I denoted this 
technique as an optical travelator. This technique is ideal to manipulate polystyrene and silica 
beads of various sizes. Using an optical travelator, colloidal migration from regions of high 
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concentration to low concentration (against the direction of the pressure gradient in the sample 
cell) has been demonstrated. And incorporating the idea in chapter 2 to use 2 beam splitters to 
create dual optical traps, I had demonstrated the constructions of dual optical travelators for the 
purpose of herding colloidal particles to affect the local number density distribution under a 
microscopic condition. And one of the novel contributions in this thesis is using an optical 
travelator to sort polystyrene spheres of different sizes. As optical trapping force varied with the 
size of the particle, optical gradient force can be utilized as a selection tool to filter particles of 
different sizes. Using only one optical travelator, I had successfully achieved sorting efficiency of 
greater than 90% in sorting 1.1 µm and 3.1µm polystyrene spheres. This cheap and non-invasive 
dynamic sorting technique is simple to maintain, implement, operate, and manage. Besides using 
optical travelator on spherical objects, I introduced the optical travelator to an aqueous suspension 
of nanomaterials (CuO nanorods suspended in H2O). And, our group is among the first in the 
world to demonstrate optical manipulation of nanowires. The ability to visually control 
nanostructures under an optical microscope has allowed the construct of crossed formation and 
fundamental shaped 2 and 3 nanorods in different connecting configurations. We had also 
demonstrated using this method to manipulate and bridge nanorods across Au electrodes.  
For future work, I proposed to integrate this technique to manipulation and sorting of 
biological sample. As a simple demonstration, we showed the feasibility of manipulating 
biological yeast cells with our optical travelator. For future projects, it would be interesting to sort 
out red blood cells and white blood cells dynamically using optical travelator. Sorting particles on 
the fly will shorten the time required to filter and sort cells. Coupling this technique with methods 
introduced in chapter 2, proton beam micro-machine and thermal reflow can be used to construct 
asymmetrical cylindrical lens array for optical travelator to be implemented as part of a lab-in-a-
chip device. Therefore, for future advancement in this field, it would be interesting to construct a 
lab-in-a-chip optical travelator for biological sample sorting.  
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In chapter 4, I looked into time-sharing dynamic optical traps. I explored the feasibility of 
using a simple sound wave and a vibrating membrane with a mirror to form dynamic optical 
tweezers with principle advantages including, high controllable varieties of trapping profiles, low 
laser power losses, relatively inexpensive, large angle of deflection, and simplicity to implement. 
In this thesis, I had demonstrated the use of this technique for the purposes of transportation, 
manipulation and rotation of microscopic particles. Beside a single optical profile, in this work, I 
had also integrated diffractive optical elements (similar to concept introduced in chapter 2) 
instead of the simple reflective mirror to achieve multiple dynamically controllable optical 
trapping arrays. For more complex optical profile, I have added in another set of scanning mirror 
to the original setup to develop time evolving laser patterns for optical trapping. Making this 
setup suitable for complex applications like optical shuffle. In chapter 4, I have also looked into 
exploring optical induced rotation using a rotating optical tweezers. Such non-invasive optical 
manipulation tool did not contribute to the contamination of samples while providing the 
momentum to stir and mix colloidal samples. Hence, it is an ideal tool to be used in plausible 
applications like micro-motor or micro-mixer. It is also a useful tool in studying fundamental 
physical problems in micro-rheology and non-linear fluid mechanics. For future work, I would be 
interested in applying this technique on manipulation of biological samples to study the rheology 
of a biofilm. For example, we would like to use rotating optical tweezers to study the shear 
modulus of a biological cell membrane by applying a known strain.  
In chapter 5 of this thesis, we examined the metastable configuration two-dimensional 
colloidal crystal system on a flat potential landscape using a rotating optical tweezers. To begin, I 
made use of experimentally determined pair-correlation function, g(r), in a diluted two-
dimensional colloidal particle system to relate the statistical properties of pair interacting particles 
to the pair-wise interacting potential of the particles. Then, using the well-known DLVO theory 
of screened coulombic interaction, the system Debye-Hückel screening length was measured to 
be 164nm, and the effective charge Z of charged hard 1.58µm silica microspheres was found to 
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be approximately 1675. With known screening length and charge density, using DLVO theory, I 
computed the total interaction energy of a sphere with its nearest neighbours. Then, using the 
nearest neighbour, I systematically searched for the minimum interaction energy position. Once 
the position that yields the minimum interaction energy was identified, the strain energy of the 
sphere at that particular point was calculated from the difference between the neighbourhood 
local minima interacting energy and experimentally observed total interaction energy. Such 
constructions were performed over every individual spheres within the field of view of the optical 
microscopy. Repeating the procedure for all the spheres in the field of view yields a distribution 
of such strain energy in the system. Such analysis method provided the tool to quantify the strain 
energy in a colloidal lattice.  
Using this analytical tool developed, I investigated how strain energy of a colloidal lattice 
changed with the introduction of defects to the system. Making use of an optical tweezers, I 
intentionally created a local distortion within a colloidal lattice, and measured the energy 
changed. This technique was sensitive enough to yield a change of about 0.15KBT difference in 
the strain energy when an optical tweezers was introduced to the system. Furthermore, colloidal 
lattice was observed to recover to the original starting configuration within 9.2s when the optical 
tweezers was blocked. Finally, I scanned a rotating optical tweezers across a colloidal domain 
boundary and observed the remediation of a colloidal grain boundary. Furthermore, I have 
successfully demonstrated using a scanning optical tweezers, I could eradicate a domain island 
embedded in a colloidal crystal completely and quantitatively measured the reduction of free 
energy in a two-dimensional system. This analytical tool developed in chapter 5 will be a useful 
technique for future investigation of defects in colloidal crystals and system strain analysis in soft 
condense matter physics.  
Many additional experiments building upon our initial progress are desirable. For 
example, kinematics analysis techniques of two dimensional colloidal crystal introduced in 
Chapter 5 could be extended to application in sub-nanoscopic systems to investigate the strain 
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and defects in surface atomic and molecular structure. This technique can be used to study phase 
transition and strain reduction of other two dimensional systems. Using other forms of 
microscopic systems (Fluorescent Microscope or Confocal Microscope), I am interested in 
studying the defects and strain in three-dimensional colloidal crystals. And using optical tweezers 
to affect the system, I would like to investigate quantitatively the properties of other defects, like 
stacking faults, and their respective stability. 
The final chapter is different from the first 5 chapters. This chapter does not use focused 
laser to manipulate objects, instead I used the focused laser as a tool to fabricate microstructures 
and submicron objects and demonstrated some applications with them. Instead of using an optical 
tweezers as an optical manipulator, I had used the strongly focused laser beam as a simple 
technique to remove materials. In particular, I explored the use of this technique on 
nanostructures (carbon nanotubes arrays and CuO nanowires arrays) and polymers (SU-8 
photoresist). I had successfully demonstrated using this technique to create two and three-
dimensional microstructures on these materials. One possible advantage for such a technique will 
be modifying the nanowires array spacing for higher effective field emitter compare to as grown 
sample. For nanostrutures, I had also demonstrated the possibility of using focused laser writing 
to solder two nanowires together for a new possibility to integrate nano-materials to 
microelectronics. On top of these, I had extended focused laser writing technique to physical and 
chemical inert cross-linked SU-8 polymer for microstructure fabrications and successfully 
fabricated some useful applications and devices, like diffractive optical elements (DOE) and 
micro-fluidic channels using this method. 
To sum up the work completed in this thesis, I had achieved the objective of studying 
different variation of optical tweezers. And I have the opportunities to construct more complex 
optical tweezers system that can manipulate particles at one or many points. On top of just 
exploring the possibilities of constructing different optical tweezers variations, I had the 
opportunities to probe into the interactions of light with microscopic colloidal particles, 
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nanostructures and biological cells. I strongly believe that my works have opened up more options 
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Appendix A 
PRINCIPLE BEHIND OPTICAL FORCES IN OPTICAL TWEEZERS 
 
In general, light interaction with an object in a force laser beam can be divided into two 
components, optical gradient and optical scattering force, as mention in chapter 1 of the thesis. 
For optical gradient force, it is mainly contributed from the electric field gradient from focusing 
the optical train to a tightly focused spot. For optical scattering, it can also be classed into two 
components. The first is the reflection and refraction at the surface of the particle, the second is 
the diffraction from the rearrangement of the wavefront after it interacts with the particle. While 
the radiation pattern due to reflection and refraction emanates from the particle in all isotropic in 
all directions and depends on the refractive index of the particle, the diffraction pattern is 
primarily in the forward direction of the propagating ray and depends only on the particle 
geometry.  
Two different regimes of theoretical approach can be distinguished. They are determined 
by the ratio of the incident light's wavelength λ to the diameter of the irradiated particle, a. In the 
ray optics regime (presented in Chapter 1 of the thesis), the particle is very large compared to the 
wavelength (a >> λ), whereas in the Rayleigh regime the opposite is true (a << λ) (which is going 
to be presented here). It is important to note that, the calculation of optical forces for arbitrary 
particle sizes a ≈ λ is nontrivial.  
For a full arbitrary theory, the solution of Maxwell's equations with the appropriate 
boundary condition is required [1]. The Lorenz-Mie Theory [2] describes scattering of a plane 
wave by a spherical particle for arbitrary particle size, refractive index and wavelength. What we 
are presenting below is a simple approach to the problem by simplifying the problems with some 
simple assumptions. Like, we assume that the polarization of the dielectric sphere is isotropic and 
does not change with applied electric field. And the incident radiation can be absorbed and 
isotropically reemitted by the particle under the influenced of the field with ignorable results on 
the net force and thermal variation. In the Rayleigh regime, the particle must be very small 
compared to the wavelength (a << λ), hence, we can safely ignore the distinction between the 
components of reflection, refraction and diffraction. Since the perturbation of the incident 
wavefront is minimal, the particle can be viewed as an induced dipole behaving according to 
simple electromagnetic laws, with the higher order terms neglected in the course of derivation to 
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the final result. 
Scattering Force: 
 One of the two arising forces is the scattering force due to the radiation pressure on the 
particle. Incident radiation can be absorbed and reemitted by dipole. Since the photon emission 
has no preferred direction, a net force results in the direction of incident photon flux in the 














, where nm is the refractive index of the surrounding medium, Io is the intensity of the laser 
pointing in the propagation direction, c is the speed of light, and σ is the particle's cross section, 
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ratio of the index of refraction of the particle to the index of the medium  
Gradient Force:  
The second force arising is the gradient force. This force is due to theLorenz force acting on the 
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where nm is the refractive index of the exposed material, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, and c 
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 The gradient force's direction is toward the area of highest light intensity, i.e. toward the 
beam axis in case of a Gaussian beam profile, and toward the focus of the laser if the beam is 
focused. 
In a highly focused beam, the gradient force possesses a component against the scattering 
force direction in addition to its component perpendicular to it. This component prevents the 
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particle from being pushed in the direction of light propagation by the scattering force. The net 
force acts as a restoring force toward the focus of the beam with respect to all three dimensions. 
It is important to note that the Lorenz-Mie theory cannot give a full account for a 
Gaussian beam, such as that produced by a TEM00 laser, which is a particular point of interest to 
accurately describe laser-induced forces. The Generalized Lorenz-Mie Theory can achieve the 
calculation of optical forces of Gaussian beams and arbitrarily shaped beams. Regrettably, such 
approach is beyond the aim of this thesis, and the author would advise interested reader to follow 
up with reading of more complete technical papers elsewhere. Nevertheless, the approach present 
here is sufficient to provide the necessary information as to how optical trapping force can be 
optimized in an optical tweezers setup used in the thesis. 
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